Up on their toes

A second look at twinship

SJSU dancers present concert this weekend

Professor discusses his research on twins; pair of brothers are SJSU students
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Information release
mars dean selection
process, say officials

Inflatable fun

By Duni Parkin
Daily staff writer
The selection of a university dean, which normally
involves strict secrecy. sprung a leak in the search for the
new dean ot SJSU’s School of Humanities and the Arts.
Confidentiality in the process was breached when it
was revealed that the committee had eliminated interim
dean Fred Spratt from its recommendations. This became known to only some people in the school.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said."I am very disappointed with the committee.’’
The chairman of the selection committee. J. Renton
White, said, "I think its abominable. completely unprofessional and entirely unethical. It has flawed the proFullerton, who makes the final decision about the
cessnew dean. said. "(The leak) won’t affect my decision at
all.
It was when the recommendations were made front
the committee to Fullerton that the leak occurred.
She said leaks don’t happen very often. "Rut when
they do it is very upsell mg."

’Itti not sure when I’ll cone to my decision.** Fullerton said.
Several chairmen and faculty members frotn the
School of Humanities and the Arts heard the leaked information. Disturbed that Spratt had not reached Fullerton’s desk as a final candidate, they met to discuss
how they might get Sprat( back into consideration as well
as their dissatisfaction with the process.
Spratt. v%ho has been interim dean of Humanities and
the Arts for two years. l’orinerly was chairman of the art
department.
’There is very strong support for Dean Spratt at this
point.’ said Lou Lewandowski. the department chairwoman for English.
They felt the process has not taken into account their
recommendat ions .
’The process is clean as Lii as I can see," said Arlene Okerlund. %ice president
.acleinic affairs.
She explained. "The prik css is one of a representaSee LEAK. page l()

Spartan Shops head leaves
following 11 years of service
By. Hazel W hitman
Daily staff writer
The General Manager of Spartan

Matthew
Lee Goldsmith. who is volunteering his time to
Hillel. a Jewish students’ association, inflates a

I urham

Iai ysa p olograu er

balloon for Nef Ojo. This is part of a celebration
commemorating Israel’s Independence Day-.

New animal facility planned,
but contested by departments
By Kara Myers
Daily matt writer

Plans for a uno -,t, animal facility are moving foi w.ird despite opposition from sonic people ins olved
in animal research.
Funds originally approved in 1984
are slated toward expansion and renovation of the existing animal facility. located on the roof of Duncan
Hall. presently maintained by the biology department. The S117.000
minor capital outlay was just allocated this year.
SJSU ’s Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee members are
concerned that the renovations
would only benefit the biology department rather than all departments
that use animals for research and instruction. Those departments include
psychology, nutrition and chemistry.

’Awareness
awards given
to students
Ily Nlike Lewis
Daily staff writer

At the end ot Disabled Students
Awareness Day. recognition did not
go to those who performed for the
crowds attending the event. hut to
the individuals who had performed
all year.
It was services to the students
"above and beyond the call of
duty.- according to Dean of Social
Science Charles Burdick. who was
master Of ceremonies at the Disabled
Student Services Program (OSSA I
awards ceremony.
The certificates and plaques.
handed out at the end of Disabled
Students Awareness Day, were
aimed at students, faculty and staff
See AWARDS, page 10

’This is a biology project, not an animal use
project.’
Dennis Runyon.
campus veterinarian
According to Biology Professin
Dan Holley. the original plans were
to increase the animal holding space
by adding walls and a roil to the
existing areas and to purchase animal isolation chambers which would
allow more animals to be housed in a
single room.
This facility would be a centrali/ed. university animal colony area
available to all SJSI.J departments
that use animal% for research or instructiiin. Holley said.

But Dennis Runyon. the campus
veterinarian and member of !ACM.
said only the biology department
will bend it !nun the improvements.
’There is nothing in the architectural plans that showed the psychology department would benefit.- Runyon said. "Psychology is being left
out. . . . This is a biology project.
not an :1111111:11 use project
1ccording to Psychology Proles See AVIMAIS. Mtge )

Fraternity calendar
could change image
By. Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
The calendar that has raised
pulse rates, not to mention money
for charity, for nine years on
campus is making a change.
It is a change for the better.
according to members of Fs
Kappa Alpha fraternity, the organization responsible for "The
SJSU Dream Girl" calendar sold
on campus every year.
The calendar, known for bikini -clad co-eds, is attempting to
evolve into a fashion calendar
with minimum skin and maximum good taste.
Ted Rich, Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity member and producer of

tile calendar, hopes the new calendar will improve the fraternity’s image.
"We are trying to clean up our
image.’ Rich said, in reference
to the new calendar style.
According to Rich, the new
calendar will incorporate downtown businesses with fully clad
SJSU models posing in front of
them. The new approach is designed to get support from downtown San Jose merchants. Rich
claims it is working.
’Response has been very
good. I’ve contacted the same
man who did the Golden Gate
Bridge birthday promotion to
See PIKES. page 10

Shops Inc. is stepping down from his
job after II years.
Edward Zuni said Wednesday he
has been thinking about changing
jobs for a couple years, and one of
the reasons he is leaving his post as
the head of Spartan Shops is to take
advantage of a business opportunity
in Florida.
"My wife and I both come from
large families. We moved out here
about II years ago. We’ve just decided to move hack closer to the East
Coast to be with our families." Zant
said.
He continued. "For a long time
Ise wanted to get into management,
so it’s a good opportunity."
Zant said there is currently an effort underway to find his replacement.
"The personnel committee and
the hoard have started a natiowd
search. We’ve had the advertisements out for several days now,"
Zant said.
Zant said there are advertisements
in the San Jose Mercury News. the
San Francisco Chronicle and the
Wall Street Journal which describe
the General Manager position. It has
a salary range of $410.000 to $75.000
per year.
"I hope by the end of June we
would select a new candidate.* Zant
said. He added he will likely stay

k

D,i$y staff photographer

Ed Zant, Spartan Shops general manager. is leasing his position with the Lillis ersity after II years. lie plans to move
with his family to Florida to he closer to his other relatives.
until July 5 and "may %ta% im a hit
longer.’
Zant said he had recently hired a
new food sery ice director who will
begin work with Spartan Shops on
May 23.

Jenny \linmatigh.
the cashier’s iii lice at LIM ersity of Southern
California. will fill the job that has
been %.u.ant since l’ehuary .
The Feb. 22 issue ot the Spartan
See /ANT. proze /0

Professor retires after 40 years
By Hazel Whitman
Daily stall writer

There is no purpose more noble in
history than demystification. said
Professor Harris I. Martin at Tuesday’ ’s History Honors Luncheon.
Martin spoke both about his retirement from SJSU after four decades
of service, and the accomplishments
of the outstanding students in his department
History
department Chairman
George Moore said. "Harris retires
after a long and distinguished career
on this campus."
Martin’s speech. presented at the
International Center. was titled "Reflections on Forty Years of Chasing
Clio. ’ ’
Clio is one of the Muses in Greek
mythology and is commonly used to
express the desire to become famous.
"My retirement this year is part of
a trickle in American higher education that in a few years will become a
torrent .’ he said.
"That may well lead to a larger
proportion of you who are being
honored here today electing to go on
to graduate study and to careers teaching and writing history than has

heen the case in recent years." Martin said.
He said those who do go to teaching careers should keep a teaching
axiom. of David McCord. in mind
(lecou ihncost &woo’I do:c.
He (cache.% Allindillg 011 hIs wet.
Hit Auden) (hunt’ do:c am/dam-u.
And Mar u whit, witching it and
1111.1..*

Martin said he does not think of
history as a social science hut as one
of the humanities.
He also said he tries to present historical events in a %say that will interest his students.
"IThere
challenge in trying to
talk about events. such as World
War II. that I used through. . . challenge in trying to express (myself) in
terms that young people today will
identils with and understand." Martin said
Mail

I !Wars history students

would likely thank Martin for his
dedication to the learning process.
About 50 people, including parents, faculty metnher, and administrators, gathered at the I Ith Street
location to salute 17 people Moore
called. "the best and brightest of our
students...

LeIgll Kuonsse. director ol Caliwas
affairs -elect,
state
fornia
awarded The James H. High Memorial Fellowship. This Fellow ship is
presented to students w ho have
sersed in the military .
Along with particpating in campus
politics Kirmsse also works in Santa
Clara County Super’. ism Rod Din don’s of
’Leigh is a very determined
young Lids She does a wry good
%re MV/oR1 owe Ill

Editor’s Note
Readers:
Because of New Student Advisement Day on Friday. the
Spartan Daily will not he published on that day and on Monday. The Daily will return to
the newsstands on Tuesday.
On behalf of the Daily staff.
I wish everyone luck’ in figuring out their fall semester
schedules. Please have an enjoyable three-day weekend.
Karen M. Derenzi. ,
Editor in Chief
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Breaking up is hard to sell
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Media can harm
Africa’s plight
I he East-West confrontation in Af !Ica has Tell
no room lor a cnfical appraisal 01 esents in Al ric
by the I. S press Ness s cos erage has been na,
rowed doss it to the projection tot ideological dirt ei
ences at the utter exclusion 01 stories that are pertinent to the lives and :Nimmons of the peoples
concerned.
This trend. is hick started creeping into the
American press in the laic 7o,. has reached such a
pronounced stage today that it is just impossible Iin
idly person oi sound
mind to iIeii Isgrip
on Atm..’ It has led
to the distortion of
facts Ms, out Attica
and a Si ide information gap between
realos and t iIsit.
Critics 111 this
school ot thought
oiten brush this aside
is ith the explanation
that there is no free
press in Africa and as
Joe S.
a result, the Western
Kappia
media can fill in the
vacuum and report on
anything that can be
picked up for the American audience. In Africa. the
press is like a chameleon: it puts on the color of the
government under which it operates.
Ni, rine can he apologetic for this because toi the
!milk enient tot foreign nations in the allaos of African countries Most ol the political instabilities
that African nations go through are hatched as .1 resuIt
the Fast W est political machinations in the
o.ontinent.
The rule of the gai ie today is that each superpower selects its ow n political protege from the
lower ranks ot the military. to assume power
through a military coup and arm that dictator so he
can suppress any once ,,t dissent from a non-communistior noft-capitaihot mympathizer.
As a result of this ritual. 111.iSs items filtering
out of Africa are always laced n itticapitalist-communist ’violence,. If the material particularly originates from America’, sphere ot influence. a is
treated from a capitalist point oh s iew is MI anticommunist antics
A major Mist in the war in Chad. for example.
may he reported in terms of the defeat or success oh
communist -hacked guerrillas against government
troops of Hassell Habre. But it may not he reported
that Hahre is hacked by French troops.
The recent uprising in the Gambia to oust
Dauda Jaw ara: the election violence in Senegal: the
student uprising in Nigerian universities and trade
union movements flexing their muscles in the Ivory
Coast are examples of stories presented in the
American media as communist infiltration rather
than genuine attempts by these peoples to institute
changes that they so desire.
The case of the freedom fighters in South Africa
is a classical example In an major How against
the apartheid regime, the success of the revolutionaries is interpreted as one backed M communists
even if they don’t base direct or indirect involvement. In essence, this tends to reduce public siiipaths tor their cause.
Seseral American correspondents cos ering Africa have admitted that the new s they collect from
the source is distorted through human error or technical failure hy the time it reaches the American audience. The American tOreign pohcv too. is targets
shaped hy the news dispatches about issues m
rica.
Consequently . a gamut of distorted or slanted
information is led into the foreign policy ioak mg
pnicess through the assistance of the Washington
editors who contribute to this anomaly through rewrites, editorials etc. Secondly. the American public is misinhirmed about the trend oil esents there.
This propaganda technique has resulted into a
crisis of confidence facing the less stable regimes.
It has diminished the confidence some international
agences and institutions repose in A trckin governments. It has also resulted into the loss of ins estment opportunities for some countries and closed
some liberal a% enues of development assistance for
others. Reports of a decline in the tourist industri
are even coining to light in some countries in \
rica.
With the introduction of developmental journalism in the Third world countries in the last decade.
it would be a contribution to the development of
those nations it the American media can switch
from Channel East-West confrontation to Channel
North -South dialogue where development issues
and critical appaisal of their economies .ire usIaposed agaillsi the deseloped world.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor.
Letters can be on any topic. however. letters in
poor taste will not he published.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major.
phone number and class level.
Deliver Letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bente’ Flail or to the Student Union
Information desk.

Av.la1i--lEt2 GAN& 1 WIZORIZING- U.S. CilS

Letters to the Editor
Two per family, please
I liii.
Last I uestlas . the Spartan Dailv
Ian an article on -F.:nth Day." that
contained a sent RIs misstatement
about the poll.. es ,,t one of the organizations attending the event. In an
interview is a Ii Katarina Jonholt. lee
Spear. director of the Environmental
Resource Center, stated that the organization) Zero Populationi (irowth
. .11,,
was in favor of the idea of
parenthood at all
This incorrect statement oh /Pt
position was the result of a mistm
del standing on the pan of Mr. Speal
While 1.PG does believe that stabili
/Jinni of world population should he
one tot mankind’s major priorities.
we ,h, Mg advocate an end to child
hearing. Reaching a condition of stable population sae requires only
that, on as mage. ci iuples haw no
more than ti,,, children When the
average family si/e reaches Rio children per family . then Itioh and death
rates become apploosimatels equal.
and the population stabilizes (neither
grows nor declines) We propose
reaching this goal through strictly
oiluntary means such as increased
as ail:11,11m tot ianulv planning wry ices. increased status for women
(which tends to lead to smaller family size) .ind more education about
ptiptulai mill issues.
World population is now more
than 5 billion. and the current rate of
increase is estimated M the United
Nations and other organizations to
he 90 million per sear. This tremen-

the national institutes of health, and
a In aims ashied public. which unforsl,11.11 01 ciii 111111111011:11 1.11:S1111V111111.
tunately condones fraudulent animal
.111(1 IS putting enormous strain on
global social .aid political sy stems I iesearch unquestioningly.
Its time the public realizes that
urge esery one concerned ii ith the
tonne well being of the planet to ed- animal research is not done for
ucate themseli es on this tundamen- human health, the only ones who
tal issue. II you uuititd like more iit. benefit are the researchers. who reap
limitation, please contact the San lief Is profits from this type of exploJose chapter of 115 at 3711. 121
Before the A.L.F. does a
Erik Thurnher raid. homes are found for the aniPresident mals. They are never, under any cirS.J. Chapter, cumstances, released into the wild.
/,1,1 Population Crowth
Ask a researcher why he experiments on animals and he will reply.
Ask
"Because they are like us
No animal research
him is hy it is morally justifiable:
WWI
"Because they are not like us."
I am writing to Kara Myers in reMaria Cassarine
sponse to her "Human needs beats
C
munity Member
animal rights" t Apr 221.
I am opposed to the use Or Militia’’,
in research because it simply does
not work. The health oh human be- Start doing your job
ings is threatened by it and billions
01 tax dollars are wasted. which
am outraged oser this latest toocould be better spent on genuine
human research. Researchers are lishness about requiring all students
sy s- to take a pre-test behire enrolling in
currently simulating day
tems ill animals, while human dtrs - any 100W class. What ever happened toi the required English
care goes begging.
Esers sear. thousands tit drugs classes? Why are students being
thought sale because of so-called an- pushed through these classes when
imal tests. must he remoied from the they ’re still vintial idiots as far as litmarketplace because 01 the danger eracy is concerned.
Hey English department. start tea they poise to humans. There are
the students and quit
pleim of cheap reliable alternatises clung
ruhherstamping
students through
to animal research.
English
IA
and I B.
Why do researchers refuse to use
Jennifer Colfax
them? Because their Inelihoods are
Senior
built on animal research, and they
Business
have the support of the gosernment.

dons grow ill is causing ;in upward

ou probably weren’t aware oil the
Mos’
I i, «hat a new, magazine about to grace the
la’. Is. alongside Time and Cosmo didn’t
L11.111t! Illilkt: 11 to print. I)ivorce magazine was a
great marketing idea that wanted to play on one of
life’, cloy, !galls in order to further sell sex, hate.
condoms.
VS hat I hate to admit is that whether or not I
think it is a good idea. I think the magazine is a
workable idea. Here’s a wide-open market of pro,
aa ho would probably
currently untargeted
ple
purchase this new and applicable medium just to
read its articles laced with advertisements.
To prove Divorce magazine has a place tan wailing room couches and living roma coffee tables,
compare it with Bride magazine. Sunday’s Mercury
News reported that I )ia ince magazine folded because it wouldn’t make a lot of money on long-term
subscriptions.
It is not uncommon for legal bureaucracy ink (dyed with a dia orce to lake at least a year. Throw
in a couple tit kids, a lamily home, a dog and a lew
shares of stock :nicht could he lost for years in the
jungle of lawyers and judges. Engagements and
planning a wedding never took so long. yet many
women commit to one- amid two-year subscription,
to Bride.
For an average -to -good lawyer. a retainer fee
can easily reach S3.000. That amount will
about six va eeks of wt.\ ices rendered by a law yei.
and his costly little assistants. This preliminary
sAlork doesn’t es en C1/11111 court costs. And when it
-els uglier and the court battles begin. attorney ,
II he armed us ith law books and calculator.
LAISiS more to divorce a person than it did to
walk down the isle with hint or her and to feed
every living relative who watched. Divorces
take more time and energy as Nell :IS additilMal
funds for psychiatric help. It llaS been rated as the
second most stresst oil es, ent to occur in a person’s
life. second mils to the loss of a spouse through
death
Aiwa are unsure of how to procede with this
devastating es ent. and ill looking four guidance.
would likely IIIVCSI ill a magazine specifically addressing these issues.
Possible themes covered in the magaiine would
lime included the terrible truth about matrimonial
law yers, the etiquette of divorce. and Dr. Ruth
Westheimer’s thoughts on disorce and sex.
There’s a huge marketing opportunity in those
dis tweed people looking for help and ads ice on attorneys and legalities. Advertisers could talk her
into a new hair color and hint into trendier clothes.
and don’t forget safe sex.
The Boston Globe reports that 31 million Ameriii’. ii,ise been di. orced. with 3,200 marriages
breaking up each day . It seems people would he
more interested in reading about alimony and state
joint property laws than usher etiquet and how
much toi spend on bride’s maid gifts.
Divorce magazine shouldn’t go under. It’s a
medium of the ’80s addressing a trend not about to,
go out of sty he. It us ill clutter mailboxes nationwide. especially in the Silicon Valley where careers
and personal attainments override many wedded
partnerships.
According to the statistics. Divorce magazine
should sell about 50 percent more copies nationally
than Bride. and 75 percent more copies in California. With odds like that it can’t lose. because odds
like that are turning marriage into an endangered
species.
Charlotte klopp is %ssociate Editor fot the
Spartan Daily . Insight Out appears every
Thursday .
II
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Nations seek to cut oil production
\II NNA. Austria (API - It
se% en independent oil -producing
nation% and OPEC adopt a proposal to
cut their exports by 5 percent. the%.
could reverse the recent decline in
oil prices caused by excess supplies.
an analyst said.
"If they agreed to it. it would he
very positive" for the oil market.
said Paul Mlinok. an analyst for the
investment firm Salomon Brothers
Inc.. who was in Vienna to observe
talks between the two groups.
The proposal was made Tuesday.
If it is adopted, it vLill be the first
such accord with outside oil producers in OPEC’s 28 -year history.
On the New York Mercantile
Echange on Tuesday. contracts for
June delivery of West Texas Intermediate, the benchmark U.S. crude,
closed 20 cents higher at $18.60 per
barrel, partly in reaction to reports of
the proposal.
Mexico’s oil minister. Fernando
Hiriart. said he conveyed the offer to
representatives of the 13 -member
Organization ()I’ Petroleum Exporting Countries on behalf of Mexico
and six other independent oil producers - Egy pi, China, Colombia,
Malaysia, Oman and Angola.
Speaking through an interpreter.
Hiriart told reporters the suggested
cutbacks would he tor May and June
only. He added that the basis for calculating the reductions would he the

c-ollahoratise akin, by independent
oil producers.
One of the main obstacles to an
OPEC agreement on reducing its oil
output is Iraq’s refusal to cooperate.
Iraq is not patty to an existing OPEC’
production -limiting agreement because its demand for a production
- Fernando Hiriart, quota equal to that of Iran was denMexico’s oil minister ied. The two nations have been at
war since 1980.
Iraq is believed to he pumping at
average oil export level of each
Hirian declined to say what Mex- least 2.5 million barrels daily, more
ico or the other independent produc- than any other OPEC’ member except
country over the past six months.
said his go% eminent ers would do if ()PE(’ did not agree Saudi Arabia. Iran produces roughly
Hiriart
"shares OPEC’s objecloe" ot tIns
to the oiler.
2 million barrels daily.
mg prices back up to the cartel’s otWe are ready to implement these
ficial target of $18 per barrel. Most measures when we find the adequate
OPEC oil currently is selling for SI4 proportional response from OPEC."
to $15 a barrel.
Hiriart said. adding 111;11 this meant a
Rilwanu Lukman of Nigeria, the "volume cut equii.alent to 5 percent
president of OPEC. called the idler of its exports.**
"a good beginning."
He said a 5 percent cut by the non MARTIN1../ 1.-113) - The state
The independent producers pre- OPEC group would amount to about Water Quality ( ’,intro! Board labeled
sented their offer at a meeting with 200010 barrels a day He added it Shell Oil’s 175.1881-gallon oil spill
six OPEC members. The two groups was unclear evaoly what the 5 per- an "ecological disaster" Wednesday’
were scheduled to meet again this af- cent reduction for OPEC would as the wildlife death toll rose to 130
ternoon for a final day of closed - amount to in barrels per day.
hinds and dozens of small marsh anidoor deliberations.
OPEC exports about 14 million mals.
Venezuela’s oil minister. Arturo barrels of its collectoe oil producLarry Kolb. the regional board’s
Hernandez Grisanti. told reporters tion of between 17.5 million and 18 leading engineer, said there was no
the six OPEC oil icials were not au- million barrels a day. A 5 percent cut doubt of’ the magnitude of the spill’s
thorized to make any decisions on would appear to mean an export re- serious consequences. echoing bithe non -OPEC idler. He said details duction of 7(1).000 barrels daily
ologists’ estimates that it might take
of the proposal would be passed on
OPEC itself is sharply di% ished a year for the highly prited marshIii all OPEC countries at a meeting in about whether to reduce its produc- lands to reci is er
A’ienna on Thursday
him. although it has long welcomed
Shell Fes is,:t1 its original 21.1100 gallon spill
to 175,000 gil
Ions on Tuesday .1:using the class’ t i cation of the spill to major status
The huge increase - ssorst in the
Martinez refinery’s 73 -year history
SpartaGuide is a thalv calendar University Housing Services: An- A.S. Program Board and KSJS:
i.iccompanied an estimate from
fitr SJSU student:, lacttlo and staff nual Opening House. "Celebrating kllo Biafra of the Dead Kennedys.
the ssater hoard it could cost Shell dr
eirgani:(ithniN, IlellIS Mill be sub- Cultural Diversity." 2 p.m. Dining p.m. S.U. Loma Prieta Room. Call least SI inillion for the cleanup and
mitted an .fiirtits in the
office, Commons. For more information 924-6260 or 924-4621 for informa- at least another $1.75 million in
0,:la Bernet Hall Rimin 208. but cal1924-6181.
tion.
tirics
,111 thq lie accented aver the plume
Department of Political Science:
odium fit,. the lieu da\’ ’whit, a
Dialogue on the Middle East. 2 p.m.
tom I it trawl
S. U. Almaden Room. For more information call 924-5594.
TODAY
Guest I. covers: Lecture and Dem- Christian Science Organization:
Double your chances of getting that job in
ons! al kin hy Liestro En/I) Musu- Testimony meeting. 3:30 p.m.S.
meci I reco
Maestro Niccolo Pacheco Room. For more infiuma
advertising by getting practical experience with
245-2389.
non
call
Pern, 10:30
in. at Hugh Gillis
the SPARTAN DAILY
Hall I ill p_lit it SPX 89. 8 p.m. at Forensics: Freedom of the Press
SPX 89. For inhumation call Allaire 11:45 a.m. Spartan Memorial Chapel. For more information call 297.
at 924-4530.
DID YOU KNOW THAT...
si is
SJSU Cycling Club: Meeting. 7:30
"The Spartan Daily is a great place to
p.m. Student Union Montalvo
FRIDAY
Room. For information call 279options in retail, national, co-op
explore
Bubo
erI
.y
ton
Society
:
Seim -an3603.
advertising sales, and marketing, art, and
nual Ad% ising Day liar - 11-Q and Bad
Pagan Religious Alliance: Beltane Drama. 1:30 p.m. at Seventh Street
production.
Ritual and Meditation. 8 p.m. Stu- barbecue pits. For information call
dent Union Guadalupe Room. For 218-1649
Practical
advertising experience from
information call 225-5 I
theSpartan Daily looks great on a resume!
SATURDAY
SJSU Vovinam Viet Vu Dao Club:
Martial Arts practice session. 5:30
sian Business league Club: hun
The Spartan Daily needs managers and staff for
p.m. at SPX 209. For information
. Picnic. 11 a.m. Lake Elizabeth in
call 292-4550.
the Fall Semester. Real go -for -it types arc.,
Tremont. For more information call
Theatre Department: 84th Dr. Do- 292-455(1.
needed to fill all positions. Call Jack Quinton at
rothy Kaucher Contest sign-ups. Social Dance Club: Midnight Ball,
924-3269.
Hugh Gillis Hall Theatre callhoard.
more mforma
p in. SPX 89. I
call 279-968(1
frrfJ,\
Amnesty I Mernat ions!: Meet ing . 7
p.m. at Art Building. Room 119
ILATI/74
-I
Pi\
SUNDAY
For information call 277-8225.
Chinese Engineering Student As- Xlpha Eta KM’: Beach cook -out
sociation: Presidential election mo- 10:30 a.m. Sunset Beach. For more
vie night. 7:30 p.m. Student Union information call 924-6596.
Engineering
Student
Almaden Room. For information Chinese
Assoc: Pizza Night. 6 p.m. Chuck
call 287-6254.
Chinese Engineering Student As- E. Cheese’s at Tully Rd. For more
sociation: "Introduction to Word information call 78 r,’") 4
Star.- Noon. Student Union Cosi.,
MONDAY
noan Room. For information call
Bible Stud Group: Bible study
977-0473.
it p.m. Campus Christian Center
Re-entry Advisory: Drop-in sup- Call 98-1904 for information.
port group. 2 p.m. For information
’DAY
call 924-5930.
Administration of Justice: "Death Social Dance (’Iuh: I )rince prat:I’LL.
Penalty: Clashing views." featuring 6-8 p.m SA’ Guadalupe Room.
a debate between professors Mike Call 279-9680 tor inhumation.
Rustigan and Roy. Young. Noon.
Career Planning and Placement:
Student Cilium Almaden Room. For
Hispanic professionals in the work
information call 924-2947 or 924force 2:30 p.m. S.1’ Almaden
2940.
Room. Call 924-6033 for inforniaGay and Lesbian Alliance: Guest tion.
speaker. "Love Addiction.’ 4:30 Public Relations Department: AnS.U. Almaden Room. For nual l’R Ads ism) Day . Program it
more information call 263-2312.
1:45 p.m. in Spartan !Memorial CI,
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST. 295-5511
pel. Reception at 3:30 p in at I ,
Theatre Arts: -The Basement."
OPEN 24 HOURS SUN-THUR
p.m. Studio Theater, Hugh Gillis versa( Club (Eighth and SAII
streek (’all 720-97.36 tot info »,
UNTIL 10 PM FRI & SAT
Hall. For more information call 924
4530.

’We are ready to implement these
measures when we find the adequate
proportional response from OPEC.’

Wildlife (leat!’ toll
elevates to 130

SpartaGuide

Income tax revenue falls
short of State estimates
SACRAMENTO (AI’) - State
income tax re%enues are running
$800 million below estimates,
possibly because experts incorrectly predicted taxpayer reaction
to the October 1987 stock market
crash and the la law oserliaul.
state officials say
The shortfall could force cutbacks in state spending in nest
year’s budget.
State Finance Director Jesse R
Huff, who on Monday testi’ led
that tax revenues appeared to he
meeting estimates. abruptly re
sealed Tuesday that inermie tas
receipts are well below expected
letels
"We are in the range of several
hundred million shim, perhaps as
much as 8800
Hutt
said. "It is something Mat caught
us by- surprise.
But Huff spokeswoman Lois
Wallace said the figure. based on
income tax pay 111011 checks
counted by the Franchise Tax
Board. could change greatly either way depending on whether
tax refunds are similar to estimates.
One Capitol source said the
shortfall could actual!) he higher
- perhaps as ’ouch as SI billion
and that the
st
cspecled It, prtis
detdils ut
ihe shortfall on Thursday ’the
cgislative Analyst declined immediate comment on the report.
Steve Larson. a consultant for
he Senate Budget and Appropria-
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COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE
and receive a free gift with this ad.
ITEMS TO RELIEVE
ANXIETY AND TO
IMPROVE ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
LOVE OILS

’ CRYSTALS, CANDLES. AND
PERFUMES FOR PERSONAL
AND INTER-PERSONAL
HEALING
’ CRYSTALS: NATURAL
EARTH STONES FOR
DECORATIVE AND
HEALING PURPOSES

NEW AGE MUSIC
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hearing of his committee and the
Senate Revenue and Taxation
Committee he held next week 6,
sonsider the issue.
-I-Act-v-110(1v agrees that there
IS a shorilall. hut the reasons are a
little ’note obscure:. Larson
said -Sonic say it could he the
impact ot the stock
II %Ail% the wa\ in which
state conformity to the fedel.,! ,
as handled. Another p.
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3 Saturdays, 1 Sunday
May 7, May 15, May 21, June 4: 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

SAT

2 Saturdays, 1 Sunday
May 7, May 15. May 21: 1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

CBEST
3 Sundays
May 15, May 22. June 5:9 a in

p M

GMAT

3 Saturdays
May 21. June 4. June 11: 9am -1pm
To register. visit the Office of Continuing
Education. DBH 136B. or phone 924-2600.
Advance registration reserves your space.
Fee required.
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Spring practice concludes with scrimmage
By Jennifer "Fruman
Daily staff writer

Even though football season is
still tour months away the Spartans
have been hard at work learning new
plays and dusting off the cobwebs of
last season.
Lost from the 1987 Pacific Coast
Athletic Association Championship
squad are a total of 33 seniors. 17 of
whom were starters and 14 of whom
received some type of all -conference
recognition.
"Anytime you lose 17 out of 22
starters it’s a severe loss." Coach
Claude Gilbert said. "They were
very outstanding players, too."
The first question that comes to
any Spartan tan’s mind is. "Who
will play quarterback, who will receive, who will run the ball?"
-fheres no way to truly and honestly know what to expect." Gilbert
said. "We have fine potential. hut
we’re so young and inexperienced.
it’s impossible to try and guess what
our destiny is. I think we have a reasonably solid Inundation."
Out of the five quarterbacks out at
spring practice. senior Ken Lutz
leads the competion for the No. 1
job. Junior College All-American
from Saddleback College Jason
Schmid will he filling the No. 2
spot.
"Lutz and Schmid are quality
quarterbacks and are capable of leading our offense." Gilbert said. "But
Lutz is number one and Schmid is
number two.
Expecting to fill one of the holes
in the backfield for the Spartans will
he junior tailback Johnny Johnson.
"This is a mojor move the
most important move offensively .
He will he in a position to have the
Matthew F Durham Daily staff photographer hall up to 30 times a game, as a runner or pass receiver." Gilbert said.
left. hands off to Kevin Christensen during spring football drills
Quarterback (;reg
"We believe he can he a tremendous
force for us in our offensive scheme.
He is extremely gifted in so many
a great runner, great re ways
eels er and outstanding blocker.’
Leading the pass receivers will he
senior Robert Lewis. a junior college
is Sid /ICITCra situ, is boasting
WO\ C
laCtiir
!SCaii
transfer who sat out the 1987 season.
, site,
Giriis.ulssts %1;1s in his 19th year as
Daily
a 341 aserage is ith Iwo how runs
Returning from the 19147 team will
SiSt s hasehall team oil trawl and 26 RBI.
head coach and has compiled a re- he senior Scott Wells and V.
- on
Herrera is leading the team In dou- cord lit 461-627
laing Beach this weekend for a
Tony Jeffery.
A siiiirce close iiihe team said the
three -game series against I Aim! bles with 12 and has three triples.
as
well
Both wide receiver spots
Beach State
Probable starters for the 49ers ss ill ’nose ii ;p.n. t a total surprise.
as the slot position are said to he the
"He’d been talking about it for a speediest group of pass C.IIihers ru
The Spanans enter the series wtilt he Chad Holmes 1- lii, Dan Bryan
while "
an (wend’ record ot 26-2s. 15.Io in 13-41. and Das id Holloway I
PCA A playI and base a chance of
Holmes, who has been the 49ers
going iis Cr the 5ISI Mark M.1111 a se - Norkhorse. has started I 14 games and
rte. ’0 step
has 74 strike outs in 105 innings.
The 49ers are lust like us," Holmes has an ER A ot 5.05.
Splirtan t..*.ttacp.., km rtraro. said.
Bryan has started lb games and
Lltey’re a scrappy tan -*
has piiclieU 51 innings striking out
hail: Beach State finished last .15. with an ERA 01(’.52.
season at the bottom of the PCAA
Holloway has pitched 41 innin)2,
vt ith a 6-15 record.
and has 25 strikeouts l’or an ERA
Currently . the 4gers are 3-12 in 6.83.
The California Highway Patrol is
merall before
ClInterence and I
A probable starter for the Spartan.
offering a rewarding and challenglast night’s contest with
will he Dan Archibald 48-81.
\
1 online the Spartans ottensisely chihald is leading the team with I
ing career for the position of:
is ill he third baseman 141,. Nelson. strikeouts in 128 innings.
Nelson is leading SJSI. in hitting
Other SJSU starters may he Don
o ith an akelage ssstIl ahtwe
nie Rea 14-2) and Eric Cordua (2-4,
in
Nelson is second on the team in Rea has 54 strike outs in 63
homers is ith Ilse. one behind first flings and Cordua may also he .lated
Females, and Spanish speaking (bilingual) men and women
baseman Jet I Hetherington.
(or a starting spot. Cordua has 2;
The Spartans base rise players stoke outs in 54 innings.
are encouraged to apply. Starting salary $241010 $3011/mo.
hitting is Cr the 3041 mark
"They play hard... Pirani said in
Age 20-31. For information and application contact your local
The 49ers will he led at the plate a past Inters less about (’S1 1.0
CHP office or call (415) 863-7848
hy \like I man is ho is leading the "But they really don’t base ans
starters o th a 144 as erage 1 Arian standout play ers.’
has three home runs and 17 KILL
In a surprise move two weeks .11...
Ltnan leads the team with 65 hits. 11 49ers head coach John Goma!,
YOUR MOM DESERVES SOMETHING
doubles and two triples
announced his retirement.
is’. Inc 1 man m the hitting cat - family reasons were the .1,

Spartans take on Long Beach

SPORTS
the last four Nears
The slot position will he a battle
between junior college transfer
Adrian Manns and returnee Shawn
Hodges.
"I think this group of people will
give us better speed overall than
what west:. had," Gilbert said.
The strongest point for the 1988
team should he the defensive secondary. Returning will he All-American honorable mention cornerback
Jay Taylor. Working along with
Taylor will be All-PCAA safety
Ryan Rasnick.
"We’re going to have a very outstanding secondary." Gilbert said.
"We have one of the very best in
Taylor and a proven player in Ras.
nick.’’
The linebacking corps will he
made up solely of young Spartans.
Keeping his post at outside linebacker will be senior Norman
Brown. But that still leaves two vacant spots at inside linebacker which
were left by Barry Kidney and Yepi
Pauu.
"Replacing those fellows is the
most critical point for our team,"
Gilbert said. "We have some young
players at linebacker in Dan Savage
and Mike Scialabha. David Knox
will return to give us some experience."
Knox. a senior, split time with
Pauu in 1986 when he is is eighth on
the team in tackles and seventh during the 1987 season v. ith 50. Both
Savage and Scialahha have been
with the team for tv.ii years and contributed to the special teams in the
1987 season.
Lloyd Forrest will be returning
this season to the outside linebacker
position. The second team AllPCAA choice in 1986 has recovered
from a spring 1987 automobile accident.

BEARY SPECIAL

This Mothers Day May 8th
send her a loving Teddy Bear
with a FREE balloon

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"

over 100 lovable, huggable bears to choose from
world wide packaging 8 shipping available

TOES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM. SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

TEDDY BEAR EXPRESS

Flexible Hours Varied Duties
Clerical - Telephone
25 Positions with
Public Affairs Organization
Good Communication Skills Required

SALARY $6 PER HOUR
Ca 1 Debbie Murphy, Mon. - Fri. 9-4 PM

395-1422 or 395-1377

CHINESE CUISINE
.7:137

FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szcchuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
Open Daily, 11:00 AM - 10:00 PM
131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427

6 blocks North of Santa Clara St

between 3rd and

’.1t1 Streit,

AMENTION: GRADS

TURN TIME INTO
MONEY TODAY!
WITH
THOMAS TEMPORARIES.

(or soon to be!)

No matter how bask’ your skills or how
rusty, we can put you to work now. Filling

1337 S WINCHESTER BLVD
SAN JOSE
GOOD FOR ANY OCCASION
10% OFF WITH THIS AD

TIDE" HUAI,

10 /.0 off Nexxus Products
Stepping into a new world...

fered a fractured collar bone in srFring drills
and will not he participating in the Blue -Gold
game %lax Scialabba has a ligament sprain
in his left knee Das id Knox sprained his tight
knee and us ill
Saitirdas’s -scrimmage
John Coils,: has a broken leg.

EXCELLENT PART-T1ME
OPPORTUNITY

POSITIONS
IMMEDIATE
AVAILABLE

STATE TRAFFIC
OFFICER

Forrest is the key figure here,"
Gilbert said. "If he’s healthy. then
he., going to he a solid performer."
Returning on the offensive line
will be All-PCAA performer Scott
Swan. Swall will he !no% i lig from
the right to lett tackle position. Joining Swan in the the pits will he seniors Mark Fredrick and John Collins. the number one choices at left
guard and center. respectively.
Anthony Gallegos is expected to
fill the right guard position while
sophomore Damon Tarver and community college recruit Ara Ikrderian
will be battling for the right tackle
spot. Junior college prospects Mark
Bender (center). tackle Tony Urhalejo and guards John Hellmann and
Brian McCarty will he the reserves.
Leading the attack in the trenches
sill he senior John Pukini at defensive tackle. Senior Stelen Guthrie
is slated to be lining up next to Puk int at noseguard.
Two 1987 redshirts will he filling
the kicking spots for the Spartans.
Both Jim Kirk and Jim Hughs will he
sharing the three kicking chores.
Spring practice will be concluding
this Saturday with the Blue -Gold
scrimmage game. The game will he
played at 1 p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
A scrimmage is a game with the
offense against the defense. There
will not he any score recorded hut
performances of each player will he
evaluated.
Five former Spartans and current
coach Gilbert will he inducted to the
school’s football Hall of Fame Friday night. C’erentonies will he held
at the Sunol Valley Golf Club with
San Diego Chargers head coach Al
Saunders, a member of the Hall of
Fame, serving as master of cere
monies.
15.0
itErota: lohnny Johnson sul-

Worthington Chevrolet/Yugo
of Cupertino
Invites You
to enjoy the rewards
of a higher education!

in fora sick receptionist or a vacationing
typist. Helping a hank computerize or a
manufacturer make a tight pft )duct ion
deadline.
The job possibilities are endless. So are
your opportunities.
Call us today.

’REBATES UP TO $1600.
(no credit experience required

Congratulate your favorite graduate
in the Spartan Daily. Sign ups
start May 2nd through May 6th.

Call Dale Stalie, Fleet Manager
for details on the GM
mew
"Honor Plans"
i.141 VT-1Th It

Read the Daily for more information.

Tihmilas
emporaries

1,11 MX i111,111t."
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(408) 253-4000
Offices throughout California. Look for us in the %bite Pages.
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Men’s team finishes 11th
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By Kathy White
Daily stall writer
With the PCAA Golf Championships being hosted
by SJSU on Monday. the SJSU men’s golf team warmed
up by taking 11th at the Sun Devill’hunderbird Classic
in Scottsdale. Ariz_ last weekend.
Rain shortened the tourney to 36 holes and the Spartans finished with a 759 score to land 11th in a lb-team
tournament. Oaklahorna State took first with 714 score.
"It wasn’t one of our best el forts," said Coach Dick
Schwendinger. "We did finish ahead of LIOP (University of Pacific). though."
UOP is one of SJSUs rivals for a spot in the NCAA
championship and a competitor from the team’s PCAA
conference. The Tigers finished with a 763.
"There were teams from all over the country It’s a
big tournament." Schwendinger said. "Our biggest goal
is to earn an NCAA berth and it looks like we might have
a shot at that.’’
Mike Foster led the Spartans with a 150. nine strokes
oil iii winner Michael Bradley of ()SU. Foster, who has
been averaging 75.K strokes this year, has taken over the
team lead since teammate senior Mark Singer shattered

WCAC golf championship
taken by USF Dons again

his elbow in a skateboard accident two weeks ago and
will he out for the season. Singer was leading the team
with a 75.1 average.
Other SJSU finishers were Barry Evans and Drew
Ham with 151s. Dana Jetter with a 152. frent Walker
shot a 155 and Tad McCormick carded a 161.
"We didn’t play exceptionally well. hut we’re regniuping after the loss of Singer." Schwendinger said.
"Singer’s been hot and cold all season. hut when he’s
good, hes really good. We have other strong players and
now we have to thrust them into the action."
The PCAA Golf Championships. to he hosted by
SJSU at Fort Ord Bayonet Com se in Ford Ord, will he a
stepping stone tor the lo its iii getting into the NCAA
Championships on May 23-2X.
last year the Spartans took third in the PCAA behind
the el Iill of then senior John Kennaday. who took third
indi%Iii 11.111 Ham had the best effort among the returners V, ith a tie for filth place. Last year Fresno State and
New Mexico State tied for the title.
"We’re hoping to do really well." Schwendinger
said
We are hosting it, hut that really isn’t our home
ciii se. so it shimid he interesting."

PORTLAND. Ore. (AP,
Mike Fabian of San Francisco
warn the individual title and
helped the Dons capture the team
championship Tuesday at the
West Coast Athletic Conference
golf tournament.

.uld having them available for students to watch for free is a rare opportunity, Slaughter said
The maestros will he gis ing lectures and demonstrations on fencing
technique for stage and cinema, classical Italian fencing technique and
training methods for competition.
On Saturday, the maestros will sit
as members of the panel. to review
fencers, and give them an opportunity to climb in rank.
Slaughter said that there are several fencing club members, besides
himself, that will be reviewed by
what he calls "the largest fencing
panel" he has seen.
Current SJSU Fencing Club members have been "very successful
competitively,- despite not being a

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Part-time Employment
Year Round

part ()I’ a Sal er team. Slaughter
said.
The varsity fencing team from
SJSU was abolished three ears ago
because of insufficient funds.
According to Slaughter. the
needed finances went to varsity
women’s softball.
"That was a real slap in the face
to the fencing team." said Slaughter, stating that three members
(rained on the varsity team later
competed on Olympic teams.
The visiting maestros ssilt giy e the
SJSU Fencing Club a boost tow ant
the goal of having a varsitv team
someday.’ ’ SlatiOner said.
The demonstiati(ms and lectures
are sponsored In the Associated Stutheatre arts
dents and department

Package Handlers

$8.00 - $8.35
PER HOUR

IlInSUAll
all seats

I %IN

again demonstrated their w illingness
to work together."
Before next season. seven-year
NBA veterans with expired contracts
will have complete freedom to sign
with any team and his original team
will no longer have the right to
match an offer and keep him as it
unh.tirstdoes under the current
rctusalfusal sy stem.
"This is the first time in prolessional basketball that it plinci n ill be
able to play ss ith an% team he
chooses:. said Larry Fleisher. esecwive director of the play cis
non.
After the I9H8-89 season, the
free -agency pros ision ssill ipply to
five-year veterans and m the last
year of the agreement. 1993-94. a
four-year veteran will have unrestricted free agency provided he is

not in his Ii i\ 1
In order to retain the light iii list
refusal for players who do not haye
enough years of service or who have
just completed their first contract. a
team must oiler a player a new con.
tract that is worth 125 percent 01 Ins
previous yearly salary. Teams
are not allowed to match an otter and
then trade a pl,ner

glgyrrif

For Further Information Visit:

which is subject

111

The Career Planning and Placement Center in BC -13

,111C1

seven -ho
gofiating sL’ssi ii
Monday and was approved by the
league’s owners and the executive
hoard of the players union.
The agreement pros ides for a lc
duction in the June 28 college di.c
from seven lo three rounds. Suhs,
quem drafts will he two rounds.
making free agents ot all hut 54 col
lege players each season.

An Equal Opportunity Employer Male/Female

Congratulations Class of ’88

lvenue ‘Books

_Lincoln

Five Days A Week
No Weekends
3 to 5 Hours Daily
Positions Available
in Sunnyvale

Starting Times:
5:00 PM
10:30 PM
300 AM

Truce called by NBA and players
NEW YORK (API
Labor
peace is being declared in the NBA.
"les better to make peace than to
make war." Commissioner David
Stern said Tuesday after a six -year
colleciie bargaining was signed between the NBA and its players.
-This deal was made because it’s
lood for the league. good for the
Players and good for the fans."
In addition to bringing an end to
NBA antitrust litigation, the agreement grants many play cr5 unrestricted free agency between now
.ind 1994. continues the salary cap
system and reduces the college draft
to two rounds after this year.
Both sides had expressed confidence in winning the brewing court
battles that now will not occur. hut
Stern said. "Whatever side’s legal
position was right, it’s better that we
settled this now "
The union had asked for unrestricted free agencs and the abolition
of the salary cap and the college
draft. It got partial, but not complete. satisfaction on all three.
Roth sides made compromises
trout their original positions in order
to reach agreement." Stern said.
"The NBA ow tiers and players once

Chris Williams of San Fran else() and Eugene Burns of
Loy01., Marymount tied for third
at 22 Iiitlowed by John Wiser of
Loy oh Marymount and 1),1% ti
Bolton 1 Portland at 223.

Fabian had a 54 -hole score of
2 -over-par 218 on the West Delta

World class fencers from Rome
come to SJSU for demonstration
Itv Jim Hart
Daily stall writer
Two internationally acclaimed
fencers come all the way to SJSU
from Rome today to demonstrate
their dualing talents.
"They are truly fencing giants.said Sam Slaughter, president of the
SJSU Fencing Club.
Maestros Ellin Musumeci Greco
and Niccolo Pemo have coached
Olympic Fencing teams and arranged fencing sequences for the
movie "Cleopatra" with Richard
Burton and "Ben Hur" with Charleton Heston,
The duo will perform at 10:30
a.m. in Hugh Gillis Hall’s Studio
fheatre and at 1:30 and 8 p.m. in
Spartan Complex 89.
Bringing the talented maestros

San Francisco finished with a
score of 899 for Its fifth conference title in the past eight years.
Defending champion Pepperdine
was three shots hack at 902. Host
Portland was third at MM. followed by San Diego and LoyolaMarymouni at 917, Si. Maly at
962, ( i,,,i/aga at 98)4 and Santa
Clara al .1 H14

guilt course, two shots ahead oh
runnerup Jim Johnson 01 Pepper dine.
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miNimum GENUINE VOLKSWAGEN PARTS & SERVICE
Bring your Volkswagen
into our SERVICE DEPT
with this coupon and
receive:
Lube, Oil , and

SJSU-

Larry ’Bubbles’ Brown

May 13th
The Church
May 15th

$14.95 (

Filter Special

a $49.95 value)

FREE 27 point vehicle
inspection (

a $54.50 value)

VOLKSWAGEN
1560 N. FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CA. 95115
(408) 286-8800

15% off parts & service
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Savings for all students:
$0 down *
No payment for 65 days *
Special Spartan discount (with student I.D.)
$4,000 rebate on selected models

SJSU Fountain Area

Little John Chrisley

,

and we’ll make your first payment.

Sunday, May 8th
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The tragedy of Pink Floyd

The

ram wouldn’t let up. hut neither 550111,1 the
kids.
In a steady dow npour (10.000 rock "IC
roll ,raied tans stmed in their seats w aimimig lot the
bl..4 T110111011 lien it came
"It’s the pig."’ the kids exclaimed in ecstas!, as
w as :taw, the
.140-100 11111.11.1hle pig ,kmuned
top ol /Aland St.hltum as the hand broke lose with
tin,,’
’I
Days."
These
then lassit
I he hand. ,4 ,..ourse. is Pink Floyd whose
.utrentl mappin.;2. up.’ tour that Was the biggest
glossing load show it 1987.
% title outs miuk cheered, there us ang mit sadness inside me The sadness
Ii ,iii the ,onstant :am slumers that added a
sill: atmosphere or that Friday ’s show was a
..11hi’ii- qw it he I kceniber performances.
1Vhat is so II ag is is the internal hard feelings
betyseen today ’s members and limner bassist and
songwriter Roger W
Most dedicated tans of Pink Floyd know all
dhoti( the group’s history Hoyt former leader Syd
liarrett’s inam . inam . inam acid trips sent him
into the dark patio% ay it hopeless insanity- Ito this
day he hasn’t ictov ered mmmd n as replaced by
Da% id Gilmour
Hum the y ears ol patience !mall) paid with their
masterpiece ’’luark Side mil the \loon’. and how it
was the genesis ut I more albums.
But. while records sold .ind shows sold out.
personal relatiminships between hand members were
disastrous
1)tiring recording sessions of ’The Wall."
key hmiardist Richard Wright f% as "fired’’ by Waters
who telt that Wright’s performance in the past was
suhsLoidard. Then in 1985. Waters, unhappy with
manaeer Steve O’Rourke and Gilmour, officially
am), iiincedhis departure
mist led that they could do rather well vs idiom
them looney leader. Gilmour and drummer Nit k
Alason decided to record ti Tether as Pink Hoy d lor
their upcoming "A Momentary- Lapse Of ReaSI in’
al hum. 11 aters attempted to prevent Gilmour and
Mason nom musing the name Pink Floyd by taking
them to t ourt X. W alers claimed. "If one of us
vut:1, 12011112 to he called Pink Floyd. it’s Int,. That’s
im pie up there Thal"s im plane L lashing It’s
their di 1,e
I he question that is now being throw n .11 Floyd
fans is ’Who". right.’ Should Gilmour. \ Iason and
Wright ivs ho unofficially rejoined the group during
recording oh 1. lomentary I deserve to he called
Pink Floyd or is it ’Waters.’
.1Ithough Waters does have a point in his
argument. his priuhlem is the fact that it w as he vs hi)
around
lett Pink Hof d. not the other w
Another critical question. Who is the better
group: the current Pink Floyd or Roger Waters"
la as musk
WI Is 50 0101111e
hand? The
style, ability and c want it) are %%intern that [hoc is
no clear answer
From "Dark Side of the Moon" in 1971 to the
"Final Cut" in 1953. Waters vs is unquestionably
the hrains behind Pink Floyd Ii vs ,us he who
masterminded their incredible stage show of the
floating pig. crashing plane and exploding bed. It
w as Waters who conceived ’"[he 11 all.’ ’ vs hich
iiiniatned their Number one hit " Another Brick on
the 11 all. Part 11 "
aters concepts ot dark pessimism. evils of
got eminent. human frailities. battles for rights lost
and our overall inability to achieve peace within
ourselves was the main strength of great albums
like ()ark Side** and ’"The Wall . But, the
concepts could also he so self-centered that it v%
the main weakness of other albums like Animals
and Wish You Were Here.’"
This LI mill’ artistic roller t.oster is most evident
in 11 ateu s solo albums. "The Nits and Cons of
and "Radio Kam While the conHitchik
cepts are interesting iespecmalIy "Kaos" which
deals with a mute boy called Billy who can only
tommunicate through radio waves and decides to
end the v% iirld). the albums suffers Innil being too
ambitious tor their own good
But. Waters’ role as hand leader in no way
means that ILI ii ( ml hour Vo as a %nil ige Far from
(iihnour co -vs rote classics like "Wish You Were
Here."’ "Shine (in You Crazy Ifamond.’’
’( ’onilOrtably Numb’. and "Run Like Hell.’’
Furthermore. Gilmours extraordinary- guitar work
help turned gooil songs like "Money.’ and
’’Sheep’’ into untOrgettable Ones
( iilmours songs on "Momentary are not in
1,1 aters’ class. Yet, there are enough promrtmg
moments to make one believe that future songs will
get hem,
Still. attempting to answer such questions are
pai ilIum I tor Flmuyd fans. For ears Pink Floyd
music has helped people try hi see the evils not only
in the world. hut m ourselves.
Bum, today the hand members themselves seem
to he living the nightmare that previously existed iii
their music. What is certain is that the nit between
Waters and the other three seems permanent.
And this is the true tragedy of Pink Floyd
Music. concepts and pig aside, the fact that any
group it people w ho have achieved so much tOr so
mam !.ears would end up hating each other is not
only sad, hut pathetic. Four men whose brilliant
music that made them one of the greatest rock
hands mil’ all time are forever destroyed by enormous
ego trips (Waters), immature stubbornness
(Gilmour) and the inability to see the had storm
coming (Mason and Wright I.
To see musicians that meant 541 IMO tO so
many young people end up as enemies is a painful
experience. For Floyd fans thewounds run deep.
Mason summed it all hest when he said, "I
can’t tell ymni how sorry- I inn about all this. It’s so
pointless "
Pinnt less. indeed
Richard Atotroni is the Entertainment
Editor. He wants Floyd fans to express their
’MI agree that Roger Waters is the
views,
cruel, selfish dictator like Gilmour. Mason and
11 right says he is? Or is Waters right when he
accuses the three of capitalizing on past glories
in order to make millions? Send your opinions In
the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight
Bentel Hall or to the Student 1’ tt i tt n information
(lesk. ’The results will be posted next week.

SJSU dancers to show various styles
By Hazel Whitman
Daily stan writer
For those who do not want to study all
weekend long. SJSU’s dance department
offers another alternative.
Perhaps. taking in the student dance
concert which runs tonight thru Sunday
might provide relief from the end -of-semester blues.
The curtain will rise at 8 p.m. for a
concert that will consist of works of SJSU
dance majors. The show are described
by the dance department as inclusive of
modern -ballet. jazz and modern dance
siv les
SJSt ’ ’s student choregoraphy display is
an annual spring event.
Repertoires will demonstrate a broad

ENTERTAINMENT
range of themes. many based on modern
day interpretation of war, love and introspection, as well as comedy and abstract
movement pieces." said Mina Garman.
the acting chair of SJSU’s dance departmein.
She continued. "In addition ’Tonatiuh: a dance about two Aztec warriors.
and ’A.K.A.. The Crag’ will he performed .
The A.K.A. dance is based on a story
of Prometheus Bound. Greek mythology
speaks of Prometheus as a "hero" who
was shackled to a rock because he tried to

give man "understanding.
The dance’s choreographer. SJSt iu
(lent Donn Leach, spoke about his source
of inspiration behind the creation of
A.K.A.
I got the idea from a concept of MarMa Graham’s. who has done a lot of
dance based on Greek Mythology:.
Leach said.
Garman said this year’s student concert
weekend features the works of 15 different choreographers and 50 dancers.
Garman also stated that SJSU’s depart ment has been recently accredited to
award dance degrees.
The theatre arts department lists six dilferent types of dance classes. Among the
options for SJSU dance students are:

modern. jazz. social. tap. ballet and AfroCarribbean dance.
Ii is from class experience that SJSU
dancers gain the background to put together their yearly show .
Students interested in watching the
show should check into the Dance Studio
Theatre (Spartan Complex 2191 at Fifth
and San Carlos streets. on April 28, 29,
30 or May I.
Tickets for the show will cost students
$4 and $5 for general admission. Tickets
are available in advance at the Student
Union Business Office.
For students vs ho are studying until lust
before curtain time, tickets are available
at the door.

S.F. dancers
perform unique
brand of jazz
By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
A breath of fresh air swooshed into SJSU’s dance
audio theatre Saturday night.
The San Francisco Jazz Dance Company calls itself
the only professional dance company of its kind on the
West Coast...
The company’s style is based on a combination of
classical ballet, modern, an, tap and "broadway
show" jazz dance.
SEIDC was founded in 1981 by artistic directors
Deborah Adams and Wendy Ballard.
A capacity crowd of about 100 people filled the room
to watch SKIDC"s unique brand of jazz.
The company states its purpose as "a means to proide the highest quality jazz dance possible to audiences
of San Francisco and California and beyond, and to preserve the art form as an integral part of our American
culture.
Jazz dance concerts can he an unceasingly repetitive
display of hump and grind. This was not the case with
SFJC’s Friday night show.
SEIDC offered its audience a wide variey of dance
fare.
’The finale of the program was danced like a scene
Kendra Luck Daily staff photographei
from a Broady% as show . "A Day in the Park’ was a
Members of the San Francisco Dance Company performs one of their dances at SJSU
slapstick glimpse at a Sunday stroll.
This dance features the teasing ploy s of a scantly
Saturday’s show was set to inusic by outstanding jazz the children who were killed in Atlanta.
dressed "hooker-flapper" and a fly ing "infant in swadartists Miles Davis. Glen Miller. Ella Fitzgerald and the
An uptempo number to Al Jurreau music which
dling clothes."
also feature excellent unison amongst the dancers.
It is an intricate number in which the classic chase of Manhattan Transfer.
Other
highlights
(lithe
concert
A solo danced to a Cole Porter background which
included:
girl after ho y takes place. But more importantly it is
Sharp unison movements during a Christ-like- was a had a modern dance flair with an unexpected unix
tunny to watch. A comedic effect from chaos is depenthemed dance, which uses a Stevie Wonder song about of choreography .
dent upon many faciom aid is not easily obtained.

’Marilyn’ held hostage in upcoming play
By Douglas Alger
A hostage situation unfolds tonight at 8, and the life
of "Marilyn"
hangs in the balance.
Dear Dad,
beot taken to a liked room somewhere. They
are watching me
the link’.Everythntg I do. The men
watching nu’ say the\ , ill give me a GOOD TIME Own
do not pay ONE MILLION DOLLARS. Please give them
the IMMey they ask pr. -I. hey have explained ta site that
von have plenty of it. . . .
Marilyn
Don’t worry, this is not the aftermath of another airplane twat:king

’Unholy’
lacks fear,
suspense
By Suzanne Delaing
Dairy staff writer
On a scale of one to W. "The
Unholy." a new horror film, receives a three. The only thing revealed by the twist and turns of the
story is the weakness of the plot.
Similar in idea to "The Omen"
and "The Exorcist," "The Unholy" has a plot based on good ver-us evil. Instead of possessing its
victim, however, the devil takes the
form of a beautiful woman trying to
tempt the victim into committing
sin.
Unlike the other movies. "The
Unholy" depends on misleading
clues and one-dimensional characters to create suspense. Instead of
not knowing what will happen next,
the viewer has to wait and find out
who is telling the truth.
Father Michael (Ben Cross of
"Chariots of Fire"). a young
priest, is appointed pastor of the St.
Agnes Church. The church had
been closed three years earlier because the two previous pastors had
their throats ripped out as they
prayed at the altar on the eve of
Easter.
The Archbishop (Hal Holbrook)
thinks Father Michael is blessed because he survived. unscratched. a
17 -story fall from a hotel window.
The Archbishop thinks Father Michael has the power of God to fight
whatever evil killed the other pastors.
Throughout the film. Father Michael reacts with skepticism to the
idea that the devil killed the other
pastors. This trait, not believing
that everything is a sign of the

This is the world premiere of David McCordick’s
"The Basement." which will he performed tonight thru
Saturday .
During her imprisonment. "Marilyn" will learn
about herself’, her family and her captors.
McCordick is the 1987 recipient of the National Harold C. Crain Playwright Competition. He has brought his
original play to SJSU for its premiere, where it is being
produced by the SJSU theatre arts department.
Directed by Kristina Lankford. the play is a collaboration between the radio television/film and theatre arts
departments.
The production involves both a theater format and a

de% il. makes Father Michael the
most realistic character in the film.
Millie dill Carroll) is a young
woman who works at the local Satanic club. Father Michael finds out
she knew Father Dennis. the last
pastor to get killed. from a policeman ’Ned Beatty) who iiivcsimgated the murders. Father Michael
approaches Millie to find out what
she knows about the killings.
But after Millie has a breakdown.
leaves the club and comes to stay
with him at the church. Father Michael is sure that Luke (William
Russ). Millie’s hoss at the club.
killed the pastors.
When Luke is found dead hanging upside down on the cross in the
church. Father Michael is finally
convinced that the devil might he
involved.
Millie, Luke. the policeman. Father Silva (Trevor Howard) and the
Archbishop serve only as extra baggage. Only the beautiful woman
who keeps appearing in Father Michael’s dreams and in various unexplained flashes has any real purpose.
She is the devil trying to tempt
Father Michael into breaking his
VOWS and committing an act of sin.
Unfortunately. Father Silva had
already warned Father Michael, and
therefore the audience, about the
devil’s plans. Nothing is surprising
about the final "battle" because everyone knows what is going to happen next
and it does.
During the final battle when the
devil’s helpers turn out to he midgets in monster suits. and when the
devil turns out to be a cheap special
effect cast hack to hell with a few
strong words. I realized that it was
"The Unholy" that "hasn’t got a
prayer."
"The Unholy" received a -IC
rating. hut even the weakest at heart
won’t have to peek through their
fingers - blood, guts. swearing and
sex are kept at a P( leu if

television format 1.1% e theater in the mood w ill combine
with videotaped clips to round out the performance.
’It is definitely contemporary, and modern... according to "Basement’. cast member Allaire Paterson.
Potential viewers should he aware that "The Basement" has an R -rating. because of the play violence
and harsh language.
Performances are open to the general public, and are
being presented in the round at Hugh Gillis Hall’s student theatre, located at Fifth and San Feniando streets.
Tickets may he purchased at the door. Cost is $2 for
students and senior citizens. and $3 for the general public.

Brilliant acting, sets
help make ’Feathers’ fly
By Datil Parkin
Daily stall Writer
Imaginative sets and stunning colors combine to create a visual masterpiece in American Conservatory Theatre’s "Feathers.
It is definitely worth a drive to San Franciso’s Geary Boulevard to see this spectacular
update of Aristophanes’ ancient Greek play
’The Birds.
This version scraps Aristophanes let’s marry -a -god happy ending in favor of a
deeper theme. It explores the disenchantment of middle age and the destructive confinement of human society.
The play’s central characters are a nerdy
middle-aged couple. They are in search of
Epops. a mythical land ruled by birds. The
imaginative staging of the opening consists
of a mountain that is moved by black -robed
technical staff.
They position it from facing the audience
to a side view to more clearly show the couple’s hilarious trek up. Later, they roll the
mountain out and frame the stage with tall
slides.
W hile the staging is at all times minimal,
thus showing off the actors and their skill to
a higher degree. it is also original. At one
point, the actors use floating silk sheets to
symbolize clouds that are brought down to
the ground to symbolize waves.
The man, played by Lawrence Hecht.
hopes to take control of earth and heaven by
organizing the birds to block communication
between the gods and humans.
The couple. much to the surprise of the
long-suffering reluctant wife, find Epops and
its sleazy King,
The king bird calls the other birds to hear
the human plot. They arrive draped in colorful flowing silks and origami headresses.
sliding down the tall slides. Their entrance is
so beautiful that the audience applauds.
The play is filled with comedy and oneliners. The man says to the king. "Do you
remember your life as a bird’."’
The king answers. "Yes. and I wake up
screaming."
The flock agrees to the plan. hut the man

and his wife must consent to becoming birds
1
themselves
Another incredible feat of stagi4 ensues.
The couple is taken behind a tall streen of
white silk that is backlit so only their outlines
are seen. lights of different colors flash and
the birds dance a ritualistic rhythm on the
stage.
Despite warnings from the beautiful
Nightingale (a lack -luster performance by
Lanny! Stephens) and thunderholt-throwing
Zeus. the birds follow the human scheme.
Slowly their plumage disappears and is replaced by human clothing. Silks are replaced
by cotton and wool. Wings are crushed by
business suits.
They stop flying.
Then Zeus and his exotic daughter come
to the budding city-. The birds go to war with
such modern incentives as. ’’You are freedom fighters."
They don’t do well in battle.
And then. Zeus’ daughter comes to seduce
and marry the man. The couple had lost their
monogamy to the freedom of flight.
At one point the man threatens the goddess. He says. "You will he executed.
But I’m Minion:O." she replies.
"In that case you will he executed continually.... he threatens. The birds strain to fulfill the man’s % roan. They try to lift their
newly built city into the sky. but many die
from the effort.
The results of humanization are devastating and thought -provoking. They are (sccompanted by blaring megaphones vs hich project
a mechanized voice saying. "prepare for
progress." Spotlights are flashed at the audience.
. The mood turns from light comedy to dark
self-destruction.
At the time Aristophanes play was written
it was controversial, this modern version updates new contniversy. And it does it spectacularly.
The director and writer brought many elements into "Feathers" making it an outstanding production. Ii will play through
May 25. and is well worth seeing.

-;
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Pub crowd lifeless despite Kingpins’ rowdy performance
By Sean Montgomery
Deity stall writer
The Kingpins really know how to
shake. rattle and roll a crowd, hut it
would !lase taken nothing less than a
747 smashing into the "Wreck (’enter’ to get the crowd at last Wednesday night’s Kingpins performance in
the Spartan Pub to move from their
oh -so comfortable seats.
The Kingpins. a Sun Jose hand
that started about three years ago,
played two excellent sets of good
rock ’n’ roll at the Pub.
"I knew the first time we got together that it would he as big as it is
now," said drummer Craig Ramsay.
"I knew there was something special, we could not stay still the first
time we played. We were all jumping around, our bass player was
spinning around on his bass. We
knew people had to see us."
Their first set included songs like
"Devil’s Curve." "Shake. Rattle
and Roll," "Rock and Roll Music"
and many others.

Success they have, big sui.,ess
"We play mostly rockabilly. rock
’n’ roll and American music." lead may be coming. The Kingpins are
singer and guitar player Kevin playing about four to five times a
Wright said. "We wanted to do week and have their songs being
something that no one else was played all around the globe.
"We’ve been televised in Eudoing. We wanted to get away from
new wave keyboard music and get rope," Ramsay said. "We’ve reback to the roots."
ceived airplay in most of Europe and
Wright, who would ride around Canada.
on his roadies back during a majority
"Winning ’Star Search’ was one
of his guitar solos trying desperately of our biggest things. It enabled us to
to pump some life into the lethargic go from our dreams to reality . The
crowd, said, "We’ve been traveling fame and money enabled us to quit
around a lot. We’re making a living, our jobs." he said. "We were able
not a good living, hut we get a lot of to get sponsored by Coors beer, plus
Dean Markley sponsors us for all our
satisfaction."
It was only a couple of years ago equipment. Coors pays for traveling
posters."
and
that this young band won first prize
According to Wright. who lists
in the popular television show "Star
Chuck Berry as his idol. one of the
Search."
"We made $100.000 for winning most exciting moments in his play’Star Search,’ " Wright said. "With ing career was when they opened up
the exposure and the other shows we for Berry at the Circle Star Theatre.
"It was great hut the crowd was
came out with about $130.(XX) and
we pumped a lot of that money into not quite as exciting as Logan,"
exposure. We’re gambling every- Wright said. "In Logan, Utah, it
was all college students and they.
thing on big success."

were going crazy, smashing bottles
and drumming on the stage It was
really wild."
This college town sounds just a
tad crazier than the zanies that come
to the Spartan Pub from wild SJSU.
"I was personally hanging from
water pipes about 15 feet above the
crowd in Logan." Ramsay said. "It
was completely wild."
Just about everyone in this five member band was nursing colds
prior to Wednesday night, but it
didn’t seem to hinder their playing at
all. They performed for nearly two
hours with a smooth professionalism
that has big success written all over
it.
"We played in Chico last week
and .ve all came hack sick," Ramsay
said. "It was a lot of fun up there,
hut we kept some pretty strange
hours."
Ramsay graduated from SJSU in
December ’85 with an Industrial
Management Engineering degree.
’It’s a big change.’’ Ramsay

said. "1 loved engineering. I really Wright ventured into the audience
enjoyed it.’’
climhling over tables and across the
Ramsay doesn’t seem to he both- harriers that divide the tables in the
ered to touch by the transition from Pub. never once missing a lick in
engineering to the more exciting aims of his solos.
The Kingpins’ basic rock ’n’ roll
field of rock ’n’ roll.
"The reason I quit my joh. he should have been enough to get the
said, "is that I ran out of vacation crowd up and dancing. The music
time at work, as of June 30. 1987 the and beer filially did gel about 10 of
the nearly 200 people up on their
band is full time. ’ ’
With Ramsay’s education, he is leet. Yet, the show was certainly
not only keeping a heat w ith the lacking in something. hut you can’t
hand, hut it also allows hint to mon- put the blame on the hand
itor the hand’s finances.
It just goes to show that it doesn’t
"Because of my degree I also matter who plays the Spartan Pub the
over policing to keep things in order
handle the hand’s accounting.’
Ramsay said. "We’re nos, incorpo- makes a night there less then excitrated under E.W.E. Inc . and that ing.
stands for anything you want it it)
About 200 potpie hauled one of
stand for. It stands for extremely
the South Bay ’s worst storms to
iId entertainment. uniting other
make it to the shim . which featured
things."
one of the hest hands hammering out
Even with the lack of feedback
two hours ot rock ’11.
from the crowd. the band played one
[he Kingpins hav e an album coinof the tightest sets I have ever seen. ing out in \ lay titled the Kingpins, it
They still seemed to keep the energy will be as ailahle at Tower and Rainlevel up. At one point in the show bow Recoils

’Snowy River’ sequel picks up
where original movie left off
By Laura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
When Jim left Jessica to go fix up
his place in Australia’s Victorian
Alps in "The Man From Snowy
River. there was no doubt in my
mind that he would come hack to the
love he left behind.
But for those left in doubt. Walt
Disney Pictures picks up the story
where it ended in 1982 for the sequel. "Return to Snowy River."
In the first film. Jim Craig (Tom
Burlinson) not only earned his right
to he called the man from Snowy
River, he earned the love of the
boss’s daughter. Jessica Harrison
(Sigrid Thornton). He rides off into
the sunset to prepare a life for Jessica
and himself.
When Jim returns in the sequel,
not everyone is happy to see him
again. While he was away rounding
up horses to start his own business in
the mountains. Jessica’s life has
changed. Jessica’s father Harrison

(Brain Dennehy) still thinks Jim isn’t
good enough for his daughter, and
newcomer Alistair Patton (Nicholas
Eadie), the arrogant son of a wealthy
banker, does his best to keep Jim and
Jessica apart.
While in the first "Snowy River"
film Jim’s reputation as a grubby
mountain man added only a subtle
flavor to the plot, it has become an
issue in the second. The love that
Jim and Jessica share bring conflict
between the simple mountain people
and the wealthy cattlemen of the ’valley.
Australians Burlinson and Thornton return to their roles as the mountain horseman and Harrison’s strongwilled daughter. along with director,
producer and writer Geoff Burrowes.
Bun-owes, who first brought the
spectacular beimty of Australia’s
Snowy Mountains to the screen, returns with his production unit to lens
"Return to Snowy River."

While the chemistry between Burlinson and Thornton as a matured
Jim and Jessica keeps the spirit of
"The Man From Snowy River"
alive, many of the elements from the
first film are missing.
The most important omission is
Kirk Douglas. The dual role Douglas
played as Harrison and his mountain
brother Spur, which was such an integral part of ’The Man From
Snowy River." was completel lost
in the sequel. Brian Dennehy
seemed to step into Harrison’s hoots
and create a completely new character.
Under the new Harrison is a matured Jessica. While she still raises a Tom Burlinson and Sigrid Thornton return in the sequel Return to Snowy River"
few eyebrows with her feminist ac- ’Snowy Riser... In order to get the Ii lming the ha se st.eiles
tempting to re-cover any ground. so
tions, her maturity has caused her to spectacular shots of the Australian
it’s a good idea to see "The Man
Slill
\ Riser’’ has its
ROUrn
is
She
of
her
feisty
spark.
tor
lose some
From Snow y River" I irst But (or
countryside in the "Return 10 Snowy disappointments. particularly
more agreeable and much less able River. Wagstaff and his crew went those whit has ell’m seen the tifq ii liii
anyone who has gotten involved in
to make her own decisions.
the
firm
"Snowy River" saga. its a defiinto areas that were only accessible It takes oil right where the
Vet, returning to the mov it.’ is the by foot Wagstaff even trained a top ’Snowy Riser.’ len oil \\ MUM( at- nite must -see.
excellent camera work iii Keith horseman to operate a camera in
Wagstaff. who filmed the original order to avoid accidents while

Spartan Pub, clubs, theater and arts offerings
Iliuly underwear! A three-day
weekend! Aren’t we lucky’?
But, being the generous folks that
we are. "Coming Events" not only
has suggestions for the coming
weekend, hut the whole week as
well. So here we go!
SPARTAN PUB
Anyone who hung around the Pub
last Wednesday knows how great of
a show the Kingpins put on. At the
same time, the opening hand Dinner
with the Browns made an impressive showing in
their own right. Coming
the
Fortunately,
Events
band returns tonight at 9 and
shouldn’t he missed. Tuesday sees
looker there and Brave Guys perform, while Eddie Gale takes the
stage Wednesday. Both shows start
at 8 p.m.
CLUBS
First stop on the club tour is San
Francisco and The Stone located at
412 Broadway. 54-40 and Grapes of
Wrath perform tonight. Tickets are
front Sti to $7.50. Friday showcases
Vain, tickets are $7 to $8. Saturday
has Billy Bragg with Cindy Lee
Berryhill performing. Tickets are
from 512.50 to $14. Doors for all
shows open at 8 p.m.. except Billy
Bragg which opens at 7 p.m. Call
14151391-8282 for information.
Sticking with the city by the hay.
time to check out The Last Day Saloon located at 406 Clement Si. The
John Belushi Memorial Blues
Band performs tonight. tickets are
$4. Rhythm and blues hand Stu
Blank & his Hasty Habits takes the
stage tomorrow night (tickets are
$41. while the ageless Commander
Cody performs Saturday night (tickets are $81. The Belushi Memorial
hand starts at 9 p.m.. while Stu
Blank and Commander Cody begin
at 9:30 p.m. Call (415) 387-6343 for
information.
Cru7in. for a bruisin toward Oakland and The Omni located at 4799
Shattuck Ave. Tonight showcases
R.K.L. and Friday night sees Vicious Rumors. Saturday and Sunday night visions the coming ot
MSG or better known as The
McAuley Shenker Group. Doors
for most shows open at 8:30 p.m.
Call (4151 547-7655 for ticket
prices, time of shows and more in
formation.
Moving down south toward Hay ward and Images Club & Cafe located at 29097 Mission Blvd. Tomorrow night sees the arrival ot
dance hand The Likes. Showtime is
9:30 p.m. Call 14151 581-5393 in
14151581-5394 for information.
Even futher down south in Redwood City is Barney Steel’s located
at 590 Veterans Blvd. Tomorrow
night showcases Andy Just & The
Shapes. while Blue Wave makes
their own waves Saturday night.

Shows begin at 9:30 p.m. and tickets
Okistin Sip* will have his exhibit day twin to a.m. to 5 p.m. UK:ken.
range front Kra’, SI. Call (415r385- ITIAdFaW kip% cffilett ships That Pass are St’t tor adults and $3 ftir 17:111Tdreira8145 for information.
In the Night ’and Other Works at Parking is at Foothill Collegewith
THEATER
the de Saisset Museum at Santa on -going bus shuttles to the ranee
two iniles .1%y ay Call (4151 948The recently accredited San Jose Clara University through June 12.
4690 for intormation.
State dance department is proud to
Well. another edition of ’’C’timing
Hidden Villa Ranch in Los Altos
present their 1988 Spring Student
Hills is sponsoring its sixth annual Events" has come and go. Have a
Dance Concert. The concert promises to feature two separate and di- Spring County Fair beginning Sun- groovy week dudes!
verse programs. The first program
will he tonight and tomorrow night,
while the second program will he
Saturday and Sunday. Performance
start at S p.m. and will take place at
the Dance Studio Theatre (Sp%
2191 at Fifth and San Carlos streets.
Tickets are $5 general and $4 for stu
dents and can purchased at the Student Union Business Office or at the
door.
ARTS & ETC.
The San Jose State Music Department will he sponsoring A Concert
of New Music for Technical Media
at 8:15 tonight at Concert Hall in
the Student Union. Call 924-4662
for information.
Mars Comes To Judge an art ex
hibit by Bob Jones will he on display
at the Union Gallery in the Student
Union until May 14.
"Nuance" a painting and drawing exhibit by Kathryn Met/ is on
display at the San Jose Art League
located at 66 N. Market St. The exhibit is open Tuesday through Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.
21 and over only
200

North

1st

Street,

San

Jose

Serving Fajitas, Burgers, Tacos,
Salads, Margaritas, Beer...

TOMLIY
YPI1DAn
Magic Brands

of DJ’s * Bands

Featuring music by

Straight Jackets

FRIDAY, APRIL 29
Open r,;.’
Breakfast
Dealer car stereo give away

a
’4149a7Zki&

Water Tower Plaza
Combed, 866_5666

Associated Students Progam Board and KSJS proudly prese,.

jtLto B iaPRI
a spoken word performance.

rio owl, or ore
DEAD K ENNEDYS

plus:

Special
Guests
TIIPV1411

Time

8 00 P

Student,

Ado $I

Door Se

Place

L ome Prieta Room lBallroom,
Student Union SJSU

General

Ado S6

000, Sr

...No Place Else Is Chili’s:
Located on corner of Almaden
Expressway and Blossom Hill Road

Ali ages welsems
074-462)0’ 924.6160
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Open daily for lunch and dinner
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A Second Look at Twinship A
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Spartan Daily Special Report

Brothers share pros and cons of twinhood
Twins compete for girls,
grades and attention
its I .isa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
has iii a min means al%%a%. Ita%
ing someone to iilk hi, al%%,1%. 111% mg someone thew and ne% et lia% mg
1,, siorts about him illoini12 his back
on i’Li il least. that is how /insulin !% laloof S ie%%. ii iuislhuli
He can ic. ill iM ,ni,e vi hen lie
Iss in He o as .1
wished lie is asii.i
sophomore in high school and lw till
angr% because .1 teacher’ compared
hini to his brother
isuan. his identical In in. was
a.I,.L ;111%e in Jas. and the tea don’t
%%mild sa to
\Ii he
%% ant .uui it hit
s.o %%as. ’I iii not IS iii
/instill!’ thinks that being a I is III
Makes 111111 .1 better person he,:atise
of the constant competition ftemeen
them He thinks it has heen a positie influence he.. iii’..., it forces them
to ;Aiwa% s imprinelheMSelVes.
That competition Is present in
es els aspect iii their life- When the
were children and their parents
bought them dirt hikes. Kw Oman
and lairolin had to see us ho could
go the fastest and is Ito could do
Si !Welles" the longest
As the grew up, the objects of
the competition changed Now it’s
is ho has the most girlfriends and
V.110 gets the hest grades in school.
When it conies to girls. Ku iuan’s
outgoingness is bothersome to his
brother.
"I meet her hist and Kw isuan
knows all about her. said lursolin.
This is also the ease \A nil their
Friends. "I ha% e more friends but he
gets to knim i the friends we hae I
better. tursolui said.
turohn doesn’t mind ha% mg an
identical tw in because he often gams
instant attention. hut it does has e its
drawbacks. h bothers him o hen
friends who liaue known hint tor .1
long time get him and his brother
!Wised up.
Een their parents skeren’t :di%
sure 5% ho %%.1. %% ho until allow their

1:11eS all
in high school
%%hen !Ito \cie ei en .in
essa assignment The% chitse the
same stibleci and addressed it m the
same o a)
/to% ohn saud ii o impossible tOr
either ol them 10 knuun S111.11 the
other vi as us ii!ing about he,ause
\ken: not sitting nei to each othei
and the question allowed the students to choose am subject the
v, antetl.
’lm mosil) attributes the
sameness of their actions and hellos
to the tact that the) are alo

cad) other
\Olin
111,i1.01

arMind

Sas

111:11

It

nrend, he would Ise
Ins best hiend l’he still like to aggra% ate each other and sharing the
same dormitor.% room makes du.
Ks’. IS11.111 \%.1s

C’Tol ealltple. if one is sleeping or

. the other w ill make a
ii’, mg to
Iii! of noise lis turning up the radio.
%Sant
10 get each
W ’C
other back
an ee for an e.% e and
saki
hirohn
tooth...
a tooth tor a
When the first eame to &1St the
two brothers didn’t want to room in
li mg under the same
gether. At
ears. the &dill want to
mot for I
spend another tom ears as room
mates.
But then Ku % Rtian and ’/airs ohii
realiied that the wouldn’t he able to
talk about eeisthIng us itli aitone
else or trust another roommate as
much as Ihe.s trust each other.
It’s much easier to soke prob
lems because is..’ donif hold am thim
hack. lur%ohn said.
When deciding on a college tur
ne% er esen ionsid
%ohn said
ered voihg ii u.tulteueiu! schools_ ’’Vie
lust Lni: is %1 C etc piing to the sanie
school... he said
tier the) gel out oh school. the
is. brothers us in! to wink m th,
ield of imestigations and Ilse ui San
Oleg" lun"1111soki the is anl l" he Identical tu ins Zursohn. len. and Ku luta’) Maloof perch on their
like Hunter. the character on the BMX bic)cles. Both are interested in bic)cling and haw considered
tiles ision shoo in the same name.
c
The hand sign is that of Alpha Phi %Ipha fraternit). of
’Plough the plan to oork together %shirt’ the) are both cells e members. kit isuan u as just initiated into
senior )ear in
siliool It doesn’t
help that the ha% e the same taste in alter college. /urohn said that it a
lob opportimM arises lot one 01
clothing
One difference between the two is them elsewhere, it would probably ness the two share is different from
their iew eler . One is curs sits or and be good tor them We%e alo a%. their relationships i% tilt their other si
the other gold. But then there’s the had eadi other sO use clo11.1 feel Illtle- Ming.
Vs tile tlie share
thing will,
prithlem of remembering %silo wears pendC111. Ile saki
The Mk’ 11111112 that tur%ohn said each other. ttie are less person ,
is hat
ss
ith
he
and
No
tian
oould
miss
the
Ihell
Inothers and sister VS
The similarities ol the two do not
end :it their appearance /tits ’liii most it the) %S ere separated is shar- lieSei had lime of telt the ileed to
sas the share the same teelings and ing stories akin! their Ilse,. their doss ii and talk aholit kWh:rent thin,
the saine ideas about e% et thing
leelings and their ideas ’Hie close - is itlu I thein 1. /Airs ohn said

If you spent thousands of
dollars to get a college degree,
but find it’s not worth as much
as you thought we’d like to
recommend a course of action.
A call to the Farmers Insurance
Group of Companies.
We’ll tell you about a company
that can really make your degree
payoff. A company that will
give you the best training
t we’ll even pay you while you
team), best insurance products,
strung support, and perhaps
most importantly, your
independence The freedom
to run your own business,
s.et your own goats. And

Matthew F Durham - Daily shaft nnotographe

the black lireck organization this semester. ku Kum] and Zurvohn
in the same ro lllll in Nloulder Hall. The) decided to list. together because the) kneu the) suit Id get a rom lllll ate the) could trust. The tu ins
look so lllll ch alike that friends halve trouble telling them apart.

"At
last,
my CAR form
is completed!"

achieve the VIrIllally
unlimited earning potential that ovcr14,(XX)Farmers
agents already enjoy
If that’s the kind of career
you thought about before
you went to college, 2career
in a profession built on trust,
caring and dependability,
please give us a call We’ll
show you lust how profitable
your college education can be
For more information
about how you and Farmer’
can build a future together,
call: David Zacher or
Dick Adams
(408) 371-4663

7c.

4/
t"-

FARMERS
iiINSURANEFA,
GROUP
4ArCL
America Call depend on Fart»,

tP

"Now all I have to do
is turn it in by
Friday, April 29!!!"
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Spartan Daily Special Report

Professor explores pain
of losing a twin brother
Medinnus deals with pain by researching, writing
It Lisa Ostroski
Daily staff write’
Child psychology prolessor Gene
Mediums had dealt with separation
limn his iv% in brother before. But
this time ii sk as ditterent. This lime it
was permanent.
Gene’s brother George died in
1984. At that point, he became,
what he calls, a bereaved twin. He
put his immediate feelings into
words.
/
on overwhelming emptiness.
boven’t last lost it brother.
/ how lost part ttl- Ink childhood.
port 01 oti wlf port
identity.
ont no longer whin I 1141.1 for fit,
sit 1ear.
hit A1t wholenes.s.
Fon ACT, I’M MAi it
1101111101.1’
Alter his brother died. Medinnus
scoured the libraries in search iii
hooks about twin bereavement. He
found a lot of material dealing with
the loss of used ones, but nothing
specifically addressed the loss of a
twin.
This discovery led him to where
lw is today. Medinnus is on sahbatical this semester to research twin bereavement. Alter interviewing differein pairs of is% ins and sole
survis ors. he plans to write a book
on the emotions associated with twin
relations and twin loss.

He has already inters ievved several intact sets along V, tilt people who
have been separated from their twin
by distance and death. He has
learned a few things already about
bereaved twins. The first is that
’they want to talk about it.’
He says that he has found an urgency in people when it comes to

‘Twinship is a
special kind of
kinship. It is
different from any
other bond.’

feelings.
Has iuie been a to in himself. le Jinni’s explains. I w inslup is a pecial kind of kinship
It is different
from any other hond
pre,111’,2 their

He has always thought that there
is
a
uniqueness
about
twin
relationships, unlike that of other siblings. "The people I have interviewed so far scent to serify this,"
he said.
Medinnus belieses that his research V. Ill tiitt only es eat information about iv% ins but "it w ill add to
our know ledge of dealing us ith bereavement. bonding. siltling relations and family relations "
Child pscholop professor Gene Medium’s appropriatel

He is not limiting his niters less,. to
the surviving to in oi lormer sets because he feels that eye’) interview
Gene Medinnus,
can give him more insight into tw in
child psychology professor relations.

talking about their twin, whether it is
about positive or negative expert ences. All of the people that have
contacted hint have been women.
"Not one male has called. There
must he as many niale bereaved
twins as females." Medinnus said.
He attributes the absence of male
callers to our culture because he heheves it discourages men front ex-

Medinnus wants to discuss what it
means to be a tw in and the advantages and disads :images: the companionship. rivalry and problems
with identity
When
inters ioc mg
bereaved
twins, he kv :int, to discuss the fears
and changes experienced during the
loss (il’ their tw in and how the,. dealt
ith it

Facts abound about multiple births
There are what is called identical and fraternal
twins. Identical twins can only be the same sex because they develop together in one egg. Fraternal
twins develop simultaneously in two separate eggs.
The following is a sampling of information about the
birthrate statistics of both identical and fraternal
twins.

There are four factors that increase the probability of giving birth to twins: the woman’s age, her
race, her heredity and the number of previous pregnancies.
Black women in their 30s have the highest percentage of twins and Oriental women, the lowest.
For all races, the chance of having fraternal twins inTwin statistics
creases after each pregnancy until fertility begins to
In the United States 11 mothers in 1,000 will have decline at about 40 years.
twins.
The incidents of fraternal twins born to American
Frequency of identical twins is about 3.5 per 1.- white females is one in every 85-90: to American
000 births worldwide.
black females, one in 76; to Afriian qkack females,
one in 50: to Oriental Temaies, one in 152.
Forty percent of same-sex twins are identical.
About half of all fraternal twins are male and fe- ,I Mothers with one set of twins have a higher
chance of repeating the feat
male combinations

aft ow

wham Iauiy staff pholographor

wears a Minnesota Twins cap

Raising twins is twice the fun
for SJSU student and mother
By I.isa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
For the first less days after the
doctor told her the news. she
couldn’t es en bring herself hi say the
word.
Today.. Destiny Morrison. an
SiS( graphic design major. can’t
imagine not ha\ mg in its. -It’s so
much fun sk :itching the two ot them
play and fight... she said.
When Nicholas and Caitlin. now
I I months. were y (ginger. Morrison
thought about hos% easy has ihg just
one would he. She remembers say int:. "How dare any iine complain
about having one clii Id
Everything is a maim undenaking
with to its. esen the simplest errand
such as going to the store tOr one
item.
Morrison explains that Ws not like
just having one that you can carry inside: she always has to have the
’troller.

In one aspect she thinks has ing walking and putting toys together.
Is% ins is good because they have each "Caitlin watches what Nicholas
other to play v. Mt. hut on the flip does and then she copies him."
side they also have each other to Morrison said.
She worries more about her
light us ith. she said.
1)espite the do i ’cultics attached to daughter. possibly because she is
taking care ol mu children of the more sensitise and Nicholas is so
same age at the same lime. she says much stronger and more aggress’s e
-I don’t know exactly w hat it is.
she is glad she had two. "II I nese!’
have any more, at least they !lase hut I yorrN more about Caitlin:. she
said.
Nicholas osershadows fits sisshe
said.
other.’’
each
Because they are tw ins. mans. ter and oftentimes if he gets more at
she gets upset Morrison
people seem to think that Nicholas
and C’aitlin should he alike. Morri- says that Caitlin is %cry much afson said. "The only similarity he - fected by her brother’s presence.
’When he is asleep. she is the life of
meet’ the two of them is that they
were born at the same time. I never the party
she said.
say the
One of the problems w ith to inship
ins’ because I don’t see
she wants to avoid is the comparithem as is% o ike. she added.
"Nicholas is definitel more dom- sons that are often made. She’s glad
inant. He’s a hoy through and that they are not identical. With a
through." she said While Caitlin is boy and a girl she feels there is less
shy and watchful. Nicholas is out- of a chance of them being grouped
going and a ruffian lie is I am at together. hut she is still careful not to
eveverything. from he i11,2 horn to compare theta.

_Into herperfect worg comes a perfect stranger
anesuddenfvnothing is Perfect alY more.

mr"

PUBLIC

INSURANCE
IT’S NO PROBLEM

"Even if you’ve had
some tough road trips
you can win at Public."
Randy Cross

TWO M DN

An accident or some tickets can make the road to getting car
insurance very bumpy So can having no prior insurance
Unless, of course, you call Public Insurance We offer unlucky
drivers low rates a low downpayment you can charge on your credit
card and payments spread over twelve months Were here till 9 PM
everyday Call now for a quote.
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History: Professor of 40 years retires

Fnipey said the biology department was supposed to look into the
possibility of allocating research
space on the sixth floor of Duncan
Hall or other departments.

/ill/It/WO /
ioh in our office." Diridon said.
Diridon also spoke about the im
ponance of sliAsing to be the hest
person possible.
"It is s cry helpful and healthy to
students it ho do not accecpt any thing less than excellence" Diridon
said.
Another scholarship recipient.
Lori Lehtola was awarded the first
Donald J. "Scotty" Fletcher Memorial Scholarship. This scholarship
will he given to students interested in
Scotland.
"The scholarship is a boon to
Scottish studies at SJS1’." Moore
said.
Fletchers widow, Alice Fletcher.
was present during the award to Leh Iola who has recently. finished her
master’s thesis.
Alice Fletcher said she was
pleased the scholarship has been established in memory of her husband
who came to San Jose in the 1920’..
The winner of The Mildred Gentry Winters Fellowship. Van Hodge
spoke about winning the scholarship.
"( lint happy this award was presented to me because I need the
money . I believe in honesty
Whether or not that is a good qualit
for historians is a separate question.
(I believe) we should question i.werything that does not sound like truth.’
Midge said.
It is probably students like Hodge
who Martin will miss.
"I am experiencing occasional
pangs of regret. (111f miss the students. miss teaching. hut will enjoy
the chance
!lase time to work on
my book... Martin said.
Martin said he thought this w;is
good time to retire as this is the year
of the ’’golden handshake...
"I’ve belt regret and anticipation.
rin
a sense ol losing something
not talking about the campus. 1.111
talking about the students." Martin
0
said.

But this would take assay saluable
space presently used by biology
Holley said.

Pikes

Matthew E
Jesse Martine/ holds one of the rabbits %1St biology
students use to test proteins injected into the ani-

Animals
to ore /wee /
stir Robert his. the psy,hology de
partment is currently using the bast.,
ment of the Old Science Building to
house their animals 1 Ins was iinly
Ii’ he a
until a
,ould he bum
4.enmil
"I he .aie ol the animals in ()Id
S clue is the pits.- Runyon said
Holley stressed the tact that despite problems w ith the rooms. the
animals Menisci\ es are veil cared
14,1
\.ording to Jesse \lartine/.
1
manager. the goal

stall photographer

mars Mood system. The rabbit is an albino which
makes it easier to rind the animal’s veins.

4,1 the lacilut is to he accredited.
C won’t meet the standards it
we leae animals in Old Science...
Martine/ said.
Part ot the contri is ersy surrounding the space allocation of the faaround research
cility revolve
areas.
The Duncan Hall facilitsis
planned as a colony hotisin,2 are,
only . Holley said Animals tor le search would be transferred to satellite tie huts itt each department.
to John Enns:y . a tech the psycluiliigy departii i iii
ment and an IACUC member. this
plan would not work because of a required two-week quarantine period

during w Inch the animals cannot be
returned to Duncan Hall
Runyon and Einriey said part of
the allocated funds were supposed to
go toward de elopi ng research space
in Duncan Hall I or .other departments to use so there would be no
problems it ith transferring animals
across campus

From page /
help us out.- he said
With the downtown merchants involved. the prildlIclion ’night he
and the first cut in w hich candidates much larger than before. In the past.
are selected and eliminated. is made. 2.000 copies were printed. But now .
The applications are res icited with the downtown merchants seek ing lii reach inore people. nearly
again and the second cut is made.
20.1100 could he ordered.
The remaining ’candidates ;ire
Rich hopes es ery one involved
inters iew cd o n capus.
m
In this will benefit (ruin the pmject.
search there were five, one of which
"The new fteihirm. layont.- will was Sprait .
those girls too -modest to
maybe
Th, linal recommendations are pose in get
the past participating in the
sent to the president. There are new calendar. We also think by getusually. nil more than four no fewer ting the merchams invoked ii isill
than three. They are submitted to her help market their businesses and inunranked. (It was during this final crease awareness of San Jose State...
selection process usually confiden- he said.
tial. where the leak apparently ocBetty Jane Thompson. a iunitir
curred.
majoring in business finance who
The president makes the final posed for the calendar in 1985 and
1986. thinks the new calendar is "a
decision.
The other candidates inters iewed great idea.
were: Mary Richards associate dean
"It will give (Pi Kappa Alpha) a
of liberal arts. I:nisei-sit) of Tenne- reputation of being classy in addition
see: John Crane, head of the depart- to promoting SJSC and downtown
ment of English. Oklahoma State businesses... she said. She added
’niversity: Robert Canary. associate that posing in the past was good exdean of faculty . University- of Wi- perience and that she enjoyed it, alconsin-Parkside: Cara Chell. ;ica- though it "wasn’t tor everyone."
The Pikes it ill he has ing a prelimdefine planner. University ot
inars.. camera slit1411 on May 7 and K
cousin.
system
administrat
and Rich is hoping for a good turnOffice of academic at lairs
out.
"A lot of people liked last year’s
volved... Douglas said
calendar and we think this year’s
Outstanding Disabled Student
will he even better," Rich said.
awards went to two students.
’ Anyone who is interested should
Deborah Warren, a member of
come Out...
several A.S. sponsored committees.
is also a recipient of the Dean’s
Award for Campus Involvement for
her work on Greek Week. The
speech communications Inintir %kJ,
not present to receive her award.
PHILADELPHIA AP)
An unDonna Stuedman. a member of
the Epilepsy Society, has been active employed handyman was convicted
in speaking to the membership of the Wedncsda un killing seven women
club about living with epilepsy. while having ses with them and
leaving their bodies to rot in and near
Donna is majoring in business
Outstanding Faculty Awards his apartment.
Common Pleas Judge Robert A.
went to: Earl Bossard. associate professor of rban and regional planning: Timone rendered the verdict against
Denise Murry. lecturer English de- Harrison "Marty" Graham without
partment: Jose Henande/, associate a jury after hearing evidence for
profesor of foreign languages: and nearly two months.
Assistant District Attorney Roger
Paul Staiger. professor of an.
Person King said he would seek the death
Outstanding
Staff
Award went to the entire Admissions penalty. Latrone called King and de
and Records staff. Members of tense attorney Joel Moldin sky int,
DSSA felt that the support of Admis- his chambers to discuss the pro,
sions and Records in the past year dun: for the sentencing hearing.
Graham surrendered to poll,
greatly helped their ability’ to serve
Aug. 16 at his mother’s urging.
the disabled students.

Luncheon recognizes honorees
MST’s History depannient hon
()red its finest at an annual luncheon.
Guest speaker Protessor Harris
Martin spoke to a gathering of students, parents and faculty members,
and with administration representatives.
Award recipients include:
The Lyle V. Burmahln Memorial
Scholarships; Kent Hanson. Mark
Page and Roger Pomplas.
The Barbara Buss Casaroli Memorial Scholarship: Barbara Shepardson.
The Donald J. "Scotty" Fletcher
Memorial Scholarship: Lori Lehtola.
The Bruce Gelsinger Memorial
Scholarship: Franklin Von Hassler.

Memorial
Smith
Edith
’The
Award: Jay. Keenan.
The Dudley T. Moorhead Alemorial Fellowship: Erik Smith.
The James IA High Memorial
Fellowship, I eigh kirnisse.
I sin Skeet !Memorial
The
Janice Phillips.
Fellow
The \ lildred Gentry Winters
I.ellow ship \ an Hodge.
Siv othei students were recogni/ed Ii ii their outstanding work at
the April 26 Luncheon. Those History Honors Students are: George
Browning,
Jacqueline
Berhitoe,
Kathleen Hansel!. Margaret Penfold,
Showalter and Judith
Michael
Vines

Leak: Recommendation upsets group
Front paec
live democracy I hey show a represent:floe tin the search committee
and the search committee is Ike one
who conducts the search Policy was
Mllow ed.’
’The faculty members first met at 8
a.m.. in theMetwo Gales a block from
campus it here approcimatei 15 of
the group showed up.
In a later meeting, a result in the
first. they took their complaints to
Okerlund. It occurred in her conference chambers at 4:30 the same day
Some of the first group did not show
up for this more formal session.
Okerlund said. "All I did was listen. I didn’t placate them. One does
not placate faculty
John Galm. the English department asliociate chairman. called for
the group action. But alter the meeting with Okerlund. he would give no
comment.
No comment w as the consensus of
the group. Stanley Baran. theatre
arts chair said. "We are not even
confirming that we area group
Alan Soldiasky . English lecturer
and head of the San Jose Center tor

Awards
/
w ho had been recogni/ed M the
DSSA or special achiesements during the past year
The .iwards were as follows.
outstanding Student leadership
award went to lour students.
John Moore is the president ol the
Disabled Student Association. The
senior in social science tounded the
Talking Hands Club and coordinated
the Disabled Students Awareness
Day
Patricia Phillips. Associated Students director of non-traditional minority at lairs and v ice presidentelect . has it orked extensisely in the

Poetry. and Literature.
only net for breakfast.
cial."
later I .0 ,ind,m ski
"Confidentiality is part

said. "We
It was soexplained.
4,1 the pro-

White evplamed that the dean selection process normally follows an
exact. defined procedure
The search for the nem, dean is
announced.
Representatives are elected to
the committee. One represent:no e
from each department is selected.
There were seven in this search.
school’s representans
"The
Isso representatives from the campus
at large. and two non -soling representatives from affirmative action
and academic vice-president’s office. meet with the president, w ho
tells the committee members what
their purpose is.
The committee w rites the job
description, which is approv ed
Equal Employment Opportunity and
At
Action (EEO AA f.
The position is advertised nationwide.
The applications are reviewed
area of child care an issue she
takes great interest in because of her
4- and 8 -year -old children. The seniord in humanities,n,wiRi.
itiestw as visibly ex

"I teeh incredibly honored since
the award comes from this group
who 1 (eel ts one of the most accomplished. dedicated and caring groups
on campus... she said after the Cen:mon) .
Jim Walters academic senator
and director of non-traditional minority affairs-elect. established Student MohiMation .Against AIDS and
has helped make -AIDS education information as ailable in three languages. Walters is a freshman in history..
Don Douglas is a graduate student
ho has been a quadraplegic since
an accident in 1969 While working
on his master’s degree. Don established the 5.151. Marketing Club
which uses its sets ices to help other
campus clubs.
/
I /ow
"I was surprised that I was getting
ik repined that Lorraine David
lett her position ol Director sit Spar- it. (The DSA I has such a good protan Shops after working for the orga- gram here and it is easy to get in m/ation for 13 years.
Al the time of her departure front
Carlsberg Breweries, Copenhagen, Denmark
Spartan Shops. David said she was
responsible for the supervision of
about 4t111 employee,
tam said one reason why Spartan
Shops has been able to continue op crating without a loud Service Director is because his middle man
agers do their Jobs well.
%ant estimated that there are ahont
10 middle managers in the Mod sei s
ice section of Spartan Shops He also
said the number of middle managers
can he higher 1131 depending upon
what criteria is used to determine
who a middle manager is
Zant’s assistant. Maria Arostigtn.
said she will miss working with the
man who has been her boss for 10
years,
"I have never heard him raise his
voice. He has always been fair and
lust." Arostigui said.

Zant

4144)
VI PORTED

EPHA

VIAI I LIQUOR

Jobless handyman
may face death

u big enoug
for an Elephant?

Spartan Daily/Thursday. April 2, 198K
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Betty Boop collectors have hot items

rs

SANTA ANA IAP) - She vi
Boopabilia collectors like Barbara
banned from the motion picture West of Riverside and Sherry Harscreen by censors who considered mon of Santa Ana comb %%sap meets.
her image immoral.
thrill shops, antiques shows and
She was a provocatise vamp with county fairs looking for Betty Hoop
wide lush -lashed eyes who dazzled originals - composition
dolls,
the world with her red lips and her pearlized porcelain toy tea sets and
short, short skirts and was consid- wall hangings.
ered by many as sexier than the most
If they are lucky enough to find an
alluring Hollywood stars.
original Betty Hoop toy guitar, most
She was the pinup girl of the an- of them will find a way to meet the
imated cartoon world.
S250 price. And the value of one of
She was the ’boop-txxip-a-doop" the Betty Hoop celluloid dolls that
girl of the 1930s, and this )ear she were popular at carni% als could be
will he 58 years old.
high, because the dolls vk ere so deliBetty Hoop has not aged a hit. She cate that most of them were deis a classic.
stroyed by the small hands that
She is also one of the hottest col- played with them.
lectibles on today’s market.
If they can’t find an original. col-

Bloom County

46 aor OLP
EXPRESSION 60E,
YON CAAVNASN IS IN
PEEP PO* WREN INE
COCKAVACII SO’fr5 ON

lectors hiu no% ltcii Hoop kimk
knacks.
"They’re bound to appreciate.’
West says. She is v,earing a Ben
Hoop necklace With earrings to
match and one of her four Belt>
Hoop watches.
The answering machine at Shen)
Hannon’s Santa Ana home tells call
ers that she is temporarily unable Ii
answer the phone, whereupon Bett
takes over with a "boop-boop-d
doop" and asks them to leave a me.
sage.
Betty 800p’s first cartoon film
with a story role appeared in 193(1.
In 1935, Hayes Office censors
banned her from the screen for "reasons of immorality."

147(At Yin
\

Isaac Newt

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MODELS

tor

advanced

iech
class
MondayThursdayFoday
9AM Call for appl 279.9694

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark F
ice. Washington National insurance 14081 943.9190 for a no obligation quote

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth eyes
and money loo For information
and brochure see A S office or
call 1401/1 371-6811
SUMMER MUSIC, Jou Improv concert band, rock n roll. chorus
San Jose Clly College 288.3785
or 288-3717
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that is OK We area church community that values the individual
search for one s own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose otters creative services
stimulating discussion & oppor
tunities for social action We are
located at ’ 60 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays. 11.00 or call 292-3858

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE you can buy oeps for f44
through the US government,
Gel the toots today, Call 1.312.
742.1112. ext 8115

DRIVERS

THIS IS THE perfect summer rob’" We have day & evening
positions available It you know
your way around the Valley then
this is the lob for you All you
need is your own car II insurance
The hours are good but the Pay a

bonuses are even better We also
Sac. openings for Saturdays Call
288-6834 for an interview
EXCELLENT CASH MONEY Astern.
ble Products at Home Jewelry,
Toys, Electronics, More. FT & PT
Mailable,
1.510.459.3535. met
IMO. 24 HAS
5555FOODSER0ERS. COOKS, HOSTESS CASHIERS. and busboys
Marie
Callenders
Is
always
looking tor new, enthusiastic
workers to min our team Apply at
2631 Meridian Ave or call 26571 30 for appointment
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businesses and investors seek foreign nationals with
firsl hand knowledge of economic business scientific, and
political conditions in home country for consulting assistance For
into send resume to BCS Intl
700 St /Nuys P1. Suite 1400 San
Antonio. Tx 78205 or call (800)
528.2828 Eel 856
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Intl businesses .d Investors seek foreign nationals with
first

BO SUZUKI 850 Shaft XISt paint chrome Comes w 1 4 sport Hiring,
leather bags complete fresh tune
new plates $850 Cell 277.8716
PCCOM

PCCOM PC -CON" 10
M AT XT compatibles and acces
sories

Located at 2515 S King
Call 218-1038 Special 6.

Road

off for SJSU with ID
IBM XT COMPATIBLES include free
honie installation_ system config
oration. assistance From 5546
new & guaranteed Contact Pal at
258-6598

FOR SALE

non-English Tapes English Rus
sten Diction/try Chinese arch end
design books Math and computer
texts Mosby-Med nursing din.
liffn&rv (new) Sell as lot $150
151200 value) or by each Wednesday Friday only call 269.3117
TWIN BED w mattress set, fool board.
headboard 5250. futon $25 5 pc
dinette set 575 dresser & mirror
$200 Call Dawn .1 571.2663
MATTRESS SETS’ NEW’ TWIN 585.
full 595. queen SI45, lung SIM for
From. avail

Mtn

V.v./415)968-1346
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore specializing
In books on history
current
events. labor. Black Americans
AsianArnencens
Chicenos.
Written by
Marxism
women
Blocks Chicanos Asians labor
ctivists. Marxists We also ha.
in English Soviet texts In the so col sconces You won I find our
books posters and records in
Other stores in the volley In addi
lion we have fiction and coil.
drent books Located at 950 S
F est t San Joss13 blks south of
a2801Call 2942930 1 or hours
121 255 VESO 16 TIRES GDYR gtrblr
like new $350 cash only aft 5
lee new fits 04-88 vette 550 7936009
1987 KAWASKI JET SKI red appr 70
hes like new Cook turn steering

HELP WANTED
OR BUSINESS MAJORS needed to pursue adverlis
mg accounts No experience is
necessary but you must be very

ADVERTISING

professional Very high commis
stone C0119814235

CUSTOMER

New m000nts1
SAN JOSE
Thle positron covers our 11 15 AM
through 5 30 PM Mond,. through
Friday schedule and requires 1
year now accounts or banking es
perience and excellent customer
service skills We offer 6900 per
hour plus commission INCENTIVE BONUS and WEEKENDS
OFF, Name call RN. Arleen
or Kathy Dowride from 10 30 to
230 PM. at 290.0587 EOE-SAN
FRANCISCO FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
LAKE TAHOE, Looking
tore ion summer lob, Bag JUNE
thru LABOR DAY Part Full time
Cashiers & stockers POO TA

BEAUTIFUL

HOMA MKT
info

West Shore

More

1916)525 7411 (400)295.

9238
CAN YOU COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY, Are you able 10 56 at your
very best when speaking to
strangers, learn these skills and
earn 5 at the same time Cell I
SPM daffy at 924 1121
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with
logest insurance company

eco-

screntitic and
politHal conditions In home country for consulting assistance For
into. send resume to BCS Intl
700 St Marys P1. Suite 1400. San
Antonio. Tx 78205 or call 18001
642.5254
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal & year round
positions available now Salary
Lrleguards 5550.56 40 hr Pool
managers

$700.50 60 hr

998.4526
THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER and Music Listening
Room are now accepting app., tons Work Study only Contact
the Student Union Director’s 01
lice
TIE UP THOSE loose ends’ Earn etitra
55 as inventory counters lid pull.
era or stock clerks on short term
assignments NOWE Call us at
Tailor. Inventory 749-0240 Mon.
day through Friday
TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff needed for residential 100111.
ties for adolescents and young
adults with autism IL related disc.
bilitos FT PT positions available
early weekday mornings. afternoons. weekends. & overnight
shifts 56.5725 hr Call for spoil
cations & information 374-6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings or automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift. greveyard & weekend shift
(F S.S.M) 9AM to 7 30 PM) Physics. electronic or mechanical
orientation and U S citizen regored
445

3rd

We
need reliable stable people inter
*sled in owning their own busi

415-493-1800.

eat

Contact Mark at 298-2255

Oaks.

WAITRESS NEEDED for LUNCH 11.
IPM. Rolm
Japanese Rmtrnt
410$ Jackson Call 287-5044
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately 55-58 hr.
Northern California Nannies. (415)
1149-2933
PART-TIME. FULL TIME JOBS available. Never e fee Cat BEST Teiffporary Services. 984-1340 tor details
Typists
secretaries.
receptionists.

laborers

file

clerks
PHOTO

LAB TECH CLERK
20-30
hr wk
1 -Hour Photo Depot in

Campbell Photo processing eap
prof 54.56 hr Fie, hrs Free pro ceasing Cell 371-6664 or 3566101 (eyes & week ends)
RED EYE is looking for assistant managers lull times pad time in our
local stores Well work around
school schedules bul must have 2
mornIngs
week opening avert ability
non-smokers
call at 446-5636

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM 1 BAT.’
Carport...1h to campus, no pals
6506 mg CM 2244939 2111-11040
Licensed age.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1 bedroom 1
bath. off strmt parking. $475 Call

RESIDENTIAL

licensed

ment
FOR RENT FRATERNITY or SOROR
ITV Bldg located across from
SJSU on E San Fernando very
cornmodius incl lull basement
kitchen etc Call 866-0646 at-

price Complete eye slam Includ

by the leadIng designers Super
thin lenses for high power Rx
Open 7 days a week

Insurance

LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY My
assistance makes Heady income
possible Easy method starts you
earning quickly For informative
appointment

phone

(415)

1020

you

Le Patch

FDA -OK
IALMERS
sought F PT, Victor Lewis New
Source consultant at 270-3774
MATH-PHONE

Math
problems
solved tutoring by phone al any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

money while helping to
make the WHEELCHAIR CH. ON
PICS pass BC for Immediate

4PM NM ISerklien Are

9AM.

S J

silo
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft Pt
05-56 hr to start Full benefits. no
experience needed

Apply VAN-

5299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie at 274.8099
DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS

Return to Lock Shop or Police

PERSONALS
SELF-CONFIDENCE support group Thursday evenings licensed therapist 2S5.7211

Aire San Jose call 247.7486 for
appointment
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY
ROBERT
A
QUIRK" Please give Robert spa’
Oat birthday greeting. AprIl 20th

SERVICES
BACKACHE" FREE treatment es
part of arose.,dh prooct 11 you
have had low back pain for more
than

6 months and are 20-55
years old please call Palmer Col
lege of Chiropractic -West at 4081
244-8907. extenson 401
BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving maing
tweeting or using chemical depth.

wknds and evenrng. Call Linos

removal

Professional HAIR
the only permanent

method

Ash about the special

Cali 296-0931"

robseekors

cense Must be U S citizen Call
415-493.1800 .1 445

numbers

4863

TELEMARKETING., Appointment sailing Pert tirm MOO WK POSSI

TODAY 723-9360

A<

disciplines and firm
listing for Public
300
5i..)
Utilities ICattran Water District.
and PG&E) and Personnel Offices
of maror Calitorrva cities

CAL

JOB also Includes is) detailed re.
view of dress codes ibl inform.
lion about FITS PE lc) guide for

Classified
pecially Wen.) etc at 251-0449
ACADEMIC

PROCE.
RESSING Thesis work
specialty Experience counts. Group
papers welcome Standard & mi.

AAAAACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABIl ITY
ACK NOWL
EDGEABLE in typing Mat slops
Trust TONY 296 2087 Thanks

A 4.1 SECRETARY

with computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my spec,
ality
Call Pam
5025 225-9009

at

(408)

TYPING WORD

crocassette transcription
Free
drsk storage and generous STU
DENT DISCOUNT IT years yam
rt.. Call Chrystal at 9234461
AP* FORMAT term paper thesis wee
corned 10 years typing word pro
cessing experience Letter quality
Very competitrve rates
Students receive a discount wrth
ID Access Data -.2111-4982 ask tor

printing

225-

Teresa

ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specializing in
all academic typing
including
APA lorrmt term papers these,.
resume s & cover letters I look

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush,
Reserne now Ion your term papers group protects thems. etc
Professional word processing
free disk storage (Nock return all

forward to serving your typing
needs Mrs semester 14rly rates
8 30
m
5 00 p m
Jane 251-

work guaranteed Cassette tran
Almaden available
scription
Branham area 7 days week Call

5942

264-4504

ABSOLUTELY

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT -letter quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our spectaidy Free proofing disk storage
Reasonable

00 YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take ad.
vantage of our expertise Top sec
tetanal service for all your WORD
processing needs Graphics let
manuscripts reports resurges term papers theses We
also provide disk storage editing

ler,

We re last dependble grammar
wise college grads So cell us
WW1 papers reports theses (ea

gramma

and

and id) simple but legal procedure to assist forelgn student* in
changing visa. Send $2295 H
ESOFT 333 timparberger Road
Suite 200 Oakland. Cs 94621 for
41 4 disk or call 415 431-371111
What users say about CAL.1015
A must for any C E looking for
work in C
If you are gradual,
ing foreign student se. SS in at.
fees

Do It this or

the

spell

checking

hee service at its best with AF.
FORDABLE RATES cell PAM at

or printing
PS Laser printing
from your disk Special discount
for faculty and Heiden. Call

247-2681 (Santa Clara) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

Prinly WORDWORKS at 1408)
253 -WORD or 253 -WORK
ENTERPRISE

GOOD TYPIST.’ Reasonable rates
Call Eva at 2514205 or 272.5033
Will pick-up and deliver

WORD PROCESSING

Thesis specie.. Also term pa.
pen manuscripts screenplays
resumes repetitive letters Iranscriptton

Free SPEL CHEK

LASERJET OUTPUT Ymrs of mow.
ence serving SJSU faculty and
students All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfect and
word Call PJ at 923-2309

copy

di. storage Quick turnaround Santa Clare CHI 246

edit

5425

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
...tato assistance editing typing
Laser
of reports theses etc

WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Term misers Sr 75 p Obi sp and
proofed Small busmess Otters
flyers

newsletters

protects

welcome
On campus

mailing lists
instructor

Otrality guaranteed
pickup delivery Call

1408)

printer

Affordable accurate de
onrissow Only 12 minutes from
campus Pickup available Sally el
251.4665

274.

PROFESSIONAL
CESSING9

3884 (Nave message)

experience

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic business legal word
processing needs Term papers

WORD

PRO

12 years secretarial
No lob no large or

small
Rate
Student
$12 50 hr. Reg 51100 hr Hours
630-5 PM (afternoon hours by
appointment) Call Anna al 972
too

resumes letters group
prowls manuals theses etc All
.adeenic formats A APA Free
disk storage SPELCHEK puncreports

4992
WAITING Bey
TYPING
area s It service 40 years ode

RESUMES

tuation grammar assistance All
work guaranteed For !hal profes
atonal. quick & dependable worry

nonce
Seminars

Consultations
Career
Career
All lob

Center. 213-4070
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE", Proles.
atonal typing & business San/.
Ices Fast ressonable 8. nen ow
university Call 292-4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL,, We 1110
your drab. sit a type you party
get down Laser output & spell
proofed Call Dinai Pubs at 945
3941.R77.7999 beeper
TYPING" REASONABLE
COO PATTI el (4081

RATES’
246.5633

Santa Clara area
TYPING

Term papers theses Resumes and rush lobs are my Neosho, Torn yOUt luancheritten
draft into pooshed work Biblio.
grephies footnotes a snap on my
word processor Spec., student
rates
Phone
292 0693 (Save
message)

WORDPROCESSING REPORTS lel
lets resumes mano.ripla legal
Editing svallSOW Have two degrees Reasoneble roes Call 578.
1329
CAMBRIAN
PROCESSING
WORD
AREA.’ IS yrs espenence Cheep
page
oriobie
end fast. 51 2S per
quoin $i 75 pee page
spec. Cell 8799251

single

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters arra spaces tor each line(

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
L_1

I

1111111111111111)1111111111

Each
One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Extra

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

Day

.11 11009

$3 55

$4 35

$4 75

$500

$520

$

411,105

5435

$515

$555

$580

$600

$1 05

KIPS

$515

$600

$635

$660

$680

51 20

b I ;nes

$595

$680

$7 15

$740

$760

51 35

90

11111111ITILJ

L_L_L _L_1_ _L_L.LJ a-1_1_1_1_1 I 1

111111111111111111111111111j_j_j_j_
11111111111111111111111.11.11.1_11__L_

I ach Additional I ne Add $ 80
Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Ines $63 00
5-9 l Ines $46 00
15 Plus floes $8000
Phone: 920-3277

producing good resumes and
cover letter* Hanoiles included)

lorney

WOULD

cotazumursio

E YT

ELECTROLYSIS’

assist

EVEINCNE KNEW)ITILIiSIIILV
NEVER AWE IT TO HARVARD
BECAUSE SHE Ms SO sTuP10
TWIT SHE osoN T USE 01.2 PENCIL

C000 not,’ CAUSE I HEARD
ONE KID CRACKED OVER TIE
PRL.S.SuPE AHD
LAVES BUT TRES LET IW1
’Owl IT

nir

BUT unit Sur IkRirce.o.
SHE IMEN
90611 T 54 MILO.
1.1118M.M.4.4.4.
CPASICOV
THE TEST 111 01 blew‘,
-..4i STATE NOME NOLO
1011110 LEME. TONIN IN .711AME

Call 371.78u7 ask for SJSU di,

Unwanted Hair Disappears With
Gwen Chariot. RE
559-3500 1645 S Bascom C
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

CALJOB Includes (I) 11.1ing of
700
engineering firms (with ed
dresses
contents
telephone

TEACHERS PRESCHOOL, Extended
day 124 PM daily Must have ECE
Call
unlis
good pat benefits

YOU 7

ROCA-- MAXI COLOF
OUTSIPE Fig tHES

5036

mar

PC $TUPOH

My Care

stores, shlp ow or rods, plus
ebillty 10 110 50 11. fork IM certifili
cate and California drive,

IN psych a ot students Opplys
for promotion Coil 374-9050

tierY

280-5161

ENGINEERING STUDENTS. LOOKING
FOR A JOB", Esofl Is offering

TEACHER ASST 30 hr wk Work w
chlktren with developmental Abe
hayloft.’ problems
Community
Ole training greet cep for special

Noir 7T-ST
kies IleeTrY OtielkES wirmosu

)’ff NO’ OE EOUR5?
NOT’

YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professional, high quality
budget price free informahon

look and BE their best in no lima
al all’ Hrly males Student drs.
Marl
count
P.O & delivery

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK opening at Varian Image Tube Dive..
Fleet.. 2 yrs experience in

different shifts every week Close
to campus must enroy people’
CM 924.1129 M-Th

N000 WAY
WNW EAD

fF. el/MU

aurmovmri

VOW
SAD TO FAL 46 TTI1

RESEARCH
SERVICES
Acad.nrc theses
assistance
Ghostwriting All subrects Qua)
flied writers Resumes Re-writ
rng Catalog Berkeley (415) 841

LOST AND FOUND

discount for Spring Complimen
tary consulation by appointment

work evenings Flexible lob that
pals 55.S10 per hour Sign up Or

Al 01, yjrwvalt5

.1
tfive_wlecie
OF role fop,

WRITING

LOST", BUNDLE OF KEYS in Mee of
Chapel & Fountain REWARD"

GUARD SECURITY 3212 Scott
Blvd between Olcoll & Son To.
eras Santa Clete Call 727.793

SUMMER," PLAY DURING the dsy

Laugh Lines

provides a wide variety of music
Ion your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Cell Desiree
Of EIN 01249.2820 or 922-7359

lessronal typal’ At 90 words
rninule. Icon make all your papers

to

’

116 SEMBIt

ItI414

PROFESSIONAL

TYPING

CALJO0

i’If

SPEUIN6

^

Ii;CUt lT

KOVE

5

IAAVE OVER

’

RE.00,1,

.

.4 As

Michael Sherman
,4f

CTItT:T’N

s,

office at 8th & San Salvador

A AAAAA RH, YOU FINALL V FOUND it.
an experienced affordable pro-

15. discount to students and faculty Cell tofore May 31 1988 and
gel your first appl It 1 2 price

We wHI train

,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Let me
cloture your wedding memories
with quality photos tor less’. Bud.

5150 deposit 155 S 12Ih Sr
available May 1 19811 ask Hr Mr B

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security offi
cars. all shifts FT PT evening
Apply in person Mon.Frl

itelle

OS

.i;

0

cured loans and cds also avail.
able Call 947.7273 or drop by the

LARGE ROOMS FOR RENT
5300 month each utilities incl

consideration call us at 288.6838

process servers

,
’II

*I_

WEIL

Federal Credit Union help wIth an
unsecured loan al 1305’. se

TWO

tortes Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chln
bikini tummy moustache. etc)

SECURITY

You CAN \
THAT OUT

,

4Ir

Skibblefritz

NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL or to con
solidiare
high
interest
credit
cards, Let Washington Square

enteed Thanks

good
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safely.

ELECTROLYSIS
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 S
Elmwood

program
that everyone empathizes with
Come min us and make some

t....

anywhere on

15th. WLC219. call 924.2567

experiences We have
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LE PATCH ’ LEADS WAY w appelile
control -no bottles pills shots or’
Wear

I

R

Y
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862

SI SO per page double awed
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar

reach the beach & we are your
source II you can talk we have
posItion tor you We offer great
pay very fletible FT PT ached

NA14! I N.READYf ( DO YOU _THINK I
MIGHT HE MAKING
RULED THAT
SOMETHING ii OF
QuT. MAYBE
NOTHING? MAY .?HE
SHE THINKS
HAS NQ S -K
I’M RICH.
moTIVEs’ PERHAPS
CATH_ERINIE LIKES
ME ZI.1IFORTI4E
Po
gtii.

DO
THAT
GIRL UKES ME?

LD,Ao/I4T
YON THINK

9th. call 995-0488 We speak Viet
names*. Spanish Chinese

DRACULA" HERE, wishing you ES.
KIMOS
and
BUTTERFLIES’
SOUEAK

to PO Box 53347 S J 95153

Angelo Lopez and Alex Sheikman

Dumbar Pio

and Medical ere warmly mi.
corned SJSU students & staff al.
ways have 10. off Cell tor eppt
now, 405 E Santa Clara St et

BUILDING

SCHOOL IS almost out and summer is
almost here Now is the time to
find the perfect summer lob
You re gonna need money to

r

Ing glaucoma check, complete
contact tense service for family
Fashion frames end ungl

ASSISTANT -Upward
Bound Program June 20-August
4 24 hr residential program SJSU
dorms
Supers". 10-12 nigh
school students
51550-flat
room a board 3rd year college
1 yr expentoCe Deadltne May

SALES PT FT financial mralces Es cogent opportunity Send resume

cLEAR

count

lernoon & eves

Interested

HoPE
THAT
IT
Is

Cal

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses from 637’ Dr
Christopher Cabrera OD Quality
and test service in extremely low

You ve got the party. wove got
the music’ Michel Productions

HOUSING

224.3939 286.8/340

YOU DIDN’T
MAKE 11-1AT
VePy
CLEAR
BEFORE

get and deluxe packages from

PHOTOTO LAB TECH
FT dependable basic math
Good communication skills
Photo exp a plus not required

Lifeguards & Swim Instructors Summer lobs -full lino & part time Al-

IF IT WERE-fl’
FOR NUCIkAR
ARMS,
-WERE WOULD BE
NUCLEAR LEES ALL
R THE PLACE

more expensive way Will shop
within 24hrs 530th with this ad

1415)796-8497

processrng" or the alma e to
learn) Ade offers the best bene.
fits higher pay cash bonuses
paid holidays and more Call us’
015)
941.7100
Mtn
View
FOE NO FEE

Call

nes*

We provide sales 5 men
guaranteed
*gement lrgining &
income when qualified Call Dar.
Zech.* or Dick Adam al 371.

Call

WE RE BUSY AND WE d like to keep
you busy too, We need your ox
cellen1 phone skills. typing skills
of 55 wpm
and Macintosh word

942.2470

vies good bonuses and an en
eidetic working environment Forget all ot your past telemarkehng

larsoftrm 192-2841 John

SENIOR
SERVICE REP

of

Walking dis-

voice & personality Call Jerry at

56-57 50 hr Call
Gretchen Crowley at 266-8651

Arch & structures, design and
construction Power equipment
design and operation mechanical
engineering texts Power Design
Engineering review manualsciall
and electrical English tutorial for

BANKING
P TIME

knowledge

nomic. business

maden

BOOKS -TEXTS -MANUALS in English.
Chinese, Russian.," Boxes of
Them. near-new, and used books

both pieces

hand

BLE. DAILY CASH

tance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts evadable Good

Sheila Neal

YOU DIDN’T
MAKE ANY
SENSE
YeS7ERDAY

Classified
HAIR

Berke Breathed

City & State

Enclosed; $

Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
ComuuterS
Lost and Found
I or Sale
Personals

Phone

Address

SIND DIEM 1110111EY 090111

Service,
Stereo
Travel
Typing

Lines

For

Chsailled Web teemed Wady OWN

OR CAN 10
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
Sin Jose. California 95192

Deadline

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on COW Owl ads

Thursday, April 28, [LAM/Spartan Daily
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Here Comes the Bride
0.

,

4.

A Deal on Quality Heels

20%
OFF

:VI :11211W anti fV1 I
ce.,71{.c

COBBLER’S
BENCH

We carry a weff-stocked inventory of

626 Town & Country Village
san Jose, across
hunt T&C Theater

I $5.00 Value
I No Limit

Mit-tits.",

Opeathg

Specia40..
cSeulfdaeed
C4ena 816i
yacial,40
’ 772a/dame
Pedieace
Zantreng

Reg. $9.00
Value

Expires 5/30/148

65 South 1st. Street
San Jose, Half Blk.
N. of The Fairmont

6 menata iietwn qcsa tOte pevek.
645 rOgan and Caanyzy
.9424t, Cal4avzia

kofidoner
Hair Salon &
Beauty Supply

itv

21/zei’

THE

111111
NEXXUS, SEBASTIAN, PAUL MITCHELL,
FOCUS 21, OGGI, REDKIN, MASTEY,
JOICO, RUSK, ORLY, BRUCCI, JES1CA,
AND MANY MORE!

J

Come in TODAY... You’ll Full in Love With Our Service
"While you wait Service" r
Grand Opening
We also repair
Specials
Briefcases and
Luggage
MEN’S
LADIES’
Rubber
HEELS
"The Only Gauran teed
IIEELS
Shoe Repair"

(408)
24 1 -0080

All Ofto the
othesIn
YouForLove
CeleClbrate

(Facing Stevens Creek - across from Emporium at Valley Fair)

(11EWTAMS

For the most important
jewelry choice
of a lifetime...

t,\
Give the romance mystery and rare beauty of inspired custom
and one of a Mind engagement and wedding set, And if you have
an heirloom that needs mounting sizing or a stone well be happy
to help Spectrum also carries a lovely selection of pearl lcruelty
for your bridesmaid, gifts So when you re ready to make the
most important lewelry choice of a lifetime turn to Spectrum
when your thought, turn to lasting love

We Have The Largest Selection
Of Gowns In The Bay Area

Bridal
Prom
Bridesmaid
Mother-of-the-Bride
Pagent
Cocktail

410 Town & Country Village

S

-4,

1111

Certificate

Toward The Portha, w ’110

210 1011
/
011,101 Or I MA
SOS 1011
408 241 lass
Mpen1,01, 104511,1.101,1 110,414, 11114 PM 1. lomM Sundm.

tit a

in

GM feetilkate

vctruni I ’TX ’sinjcwriers

01 Slott:

TAN AND TONE ON A STUDENT L’UDGETI

_Y SHOES

Tan City s People. Modem Design and State-of-the-Art
Equipment make Indoor Tanning a pleasure.

You’ll be delighted with the largest selection of
elegant shoes found anywhere, perfectly styled
for the contemporary Bride and her party.
Choose from many fanciful styles and
we’ll dye your selections any color
you desire, absolutely free!
Mothers’ of the Bride and Groom

25% oft our monthly membership

and wedding guests will also
find rust what they’ve been
looking for at
fancy feet.

... and remember
"We’ll dye for you!"

Featuring the
SCA Wolff System.
The most trusted name in Tanning.

San Jose
1011 Town & Country Village
438.554.0506

E IMEL TREE
Find exquisitely crafted necklaces, earrings, pendants and
bracelets from Napier. Trifari

(216;ahlae

and more Delicate designs
especially created for the Bride
on her special day

NS Town & Country Village
’San Joie, CA MC 243-2424
47 Town & Country Village
Palo Ails’, CA (415) 129-s424

valid only: 9:00 am to 3:00 pm weekdays
and
11:00 am to 903 pm weekends
must present &MI student I.D.

Santa Clara
2000 Homestead Rd. *ID
(Corner of Scott)
408.241.2480
408.241.CRY

Campbell
4255 The Pruneyard
408.559.6356

Steven’s Creek
Town & Country
Village

17 /
880

I

